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Summary. We derive a set of asymptotically exact coupled amplitude-streaming flow 
(CASF) equations governing the evolution of weakly nonlinear nearly inviscid multi-
mode Faraday waves and the associated streaming flow in flnite geometries. The stream-
ing flow is found to play a particularly important role near mode interactions. Such 
interactions come about either through a suitable choice of parameters or through break-
ing of degeneracy among modes related by symmetry. An example of the flrst case 
is provided by the interaction of two nonaxisymmetric modes in a circular container 
with different azimuthal wavenumbers. The second case arises when the shape of the 
container is changed from square to slightly rectangular, or from circular to slightly 
noncircular but with a plañe of symmetry. The generation of streaming flow in each 
of these cases is discussed in detail and the properties of the resulting CASF equa
tions are described. A preliminary analysis suggests that these equations can resolve 
discrepancies between existing theory and experimental results in the flrst two of the 
above cases. 
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1. Introduction and Formulation 

The Faraday instability, that is the excitation of surface gravity-capillary waves by the 
vertical vibration of a container of fluid [1], has been of great interest from the point 
of view of pattern formation [2], [3]. This system has an additional appeal in the low 
viscosity limit because of its cióse connection with classical water wave theory. However, 
this limit is singular and must be treated with care. This is because viscous oscillatory 
boundary layers attached to the container and the free surface are capable of driving 
streaming flows that in turn interact with the waves responsible for them [4], [5], [6]. 
This interaction arises already at leading (Le., cubic) order and as a result has a strong 
effect on the stability of the waves. Depending on circumstances the streaming flow can 
promote instability or stabilize the waves. As a result theories of the Faraday instability 
based on the potential formulation are fundamentally unreliable, even in the low viscosity 
limit. In a recent paper [5] we have discussed the origin of the streaming flow and 
derived equations describing the interaction of this flow with the Faraday waves in 
the case of an extended two-dimensional container. In such containers a mean flow is 
easily excited and consists of two contributions, the inviscid mean flow familiar from 
theories of inviscid water waves, and the streaming flow driven by nonzero time-averaged 
Reynolds stress in the oscillatory boundary layers along no-slip boundaries and the 
free surface. The mechanisms responsible for driving the streaming flow (also called 
"acoustic streaming" or "viscous mean flow") are well known and go back to the work of 
Schlichting [7] and Longuet-Higgins [8] (see [9] for a review). However, their importance 
for the dynamics of Faraday waves under experimentally relevant conditions has been 
recognized only relatively recently [5], [6]. In this paper we focus on three-dimensional 
containers of small aspect ratio, Le., systems in which the frequency of the vibration 
selects a wavenumber of the instability that is comparable to the size of the container. In 
this case inviscid mean flows are much harder to excite (although as we shall see they 
are not entirely absent) and the viscous streaming flow pro vides the dominant interaction 
with the waves. We point out that mode interactions are very effective in generating such 
viscous streaming flows and henee that such flows must be included in any quantitative 
attempt to explain experiments on mode interactions in the nearly inviscid Faraday 
system. The case of a circular container is typical. If only one (axisymmetric) surface 
mode is excited, its evolution decouples from the streaming flow (see Section 2.3.1). In 
contrast, if two counter-rotating surface modes are involved, the system selects an equal 
amplitude superposition of these modes. The resulting oscillation is a standing wave and 
so is completely determined up to an overall phase; however, it is this phase that is coupled 
to the streaming flow and that can exhibit nontrivial dynamics (see Section 4.2). This 
special property of the system is a consequence of rotational invariance of the system, 
and is in direct contrast to (counter-rotating) waves excited directly by lateral vibration 
where the wave amplitudes couple to the streaming flow as well [4], [6]. In the present 
paper we show that even with vertical vibration the full coupling between the streaming 
flow and the wave amplitude and phase is restored when (i) the (circular) cross section 
of the Faraday container is slightly perturbed so that invariance under rotation is lost, or 
(ii) when a second pair a counter-rotating modes is present. In general, (iii) the presence 
of two surface modes sufflees for full coupling if the cross section of the container is not 
circular or if it is circular but the two interacting modes are axisymmetric (for they then 



differ from one another in something besides the sign of their phase velocity). These three 
cases are considered explicitly below and used to illustrate the general theory presented 
in this paper. 

Streaming flows are of interest in other áreas of fluid mechanics as well, and have 
been studied theoretically and/or experimentally in connection with flows in blood ves-
seis [10], generation of mean motions in the ear [11], interaction of sound waves with 
obstacles [12] as well as flows around vibrating bodies [13]. In these applications the 
interest is in steady flows generated by oscillations; such flows are sometimes called 
steady streaming. Analogous flows produced by a viscous boundary layer attached to a 
vibrating free surface are of interest in water wave theory ([14], [15], [16], [17], [18] and 
references therein) and play a fundamental role in the instability of the ocean to Lang-
muir circulations [19], [20]. They have also been studied in connection with capillary 
waves [21] and in conjunction with thermal effects in order to investígate the usability of 
the resulting streaming flow for controlling undesirable thermocapillary convection [22], 
[23], [24] that occurs in materials processing in microgravity [25], [26]. In all these cases 
the primary oscillating flow was given a priori. On the other hand, steady circulations are 
known to affect the dynamics of surface waves [27], [28], suggesting that the streaming 
flow generated by the waves themselves can also affect their dynamics. The techniques 
developed in this paper show that this is indeed the case. Similar coupling arises in 
vibrating liquid bridges [6], [29], and may well play a role in the dynamics of acousti-
cally driven drops and bubbles. In particular the current description of self-propulsion 
of acoustically driven bubbles relies on the excitation of speciflc mode interactions but 
remains entirely inviscid [30], [31], [32]. 

To formúlate the mathematical problem, we consider a cylindrical container of gen
eral cross-section X¡ under vertical vibration. In order to avoid uncertainties associated 
with the modeling of contact line dynamics ([33], [34] and references therein) and addi-
tional difñculties due to the presence of a strong singularity in the velocity at a moving 
contact line when the contact angle differs from 0 or n [35], [36], we assume that the 
contact line is pinned to the upper edge of the vertical wall of the container, and that 
the liquid filis the container such that the unperturbed free surface is exactly horizon
tal. Faraday experiments on this conflguration have been performed in an attempt to 
eliminate the lateral meniscus and the associated meniscus waves [3], [37], [38]. We 
nondimensionalize lengths using the unperturbed depth h and time using the gravity-
capillary time [g/h + T/(ph3)]~112, where g is the gravitational acceleration, T is the 
coefñcient of surface tensión, and p is the density, all assumed to be constant. We use a 
Cartesian coordinate system attached to the vibrating container, with the z = 0 plañe at 
the unperturbed free surface. The governing equations (continuity and momentum con-
servation) and boundary conditions (no-slip at solid boundaries, kinematic compatibility 
and tangential and normal stress balance at the free surface) are 

V - v = 0, dv/dt-vx (V x v) = -Vp + CgAv (1.1) 

for (x, y) e X!, - 1 < z < f, 

v = 0 \íz = - 1 orif (x, y) e 3E, / = 0 if (x, y) e 9£, (1.2) 

vn = (df/df)(ez-n), [(Vv + VvT) • n] x n = 0, at z = f, (1.3) 



p - \v\2/2 - (1 - S)f + SV • [V / / ( l + |V/ | ¿) 1 / ¿] 

= Cg[(Vv + Vv T ) -«] n -4[zoj2f eos2OJÍ, atz = / , (1.4) 

together with appropriate initial conditions. Here p (= pressure + |v|2/2 + (1 - S)z -
4/¿co2z eos 2cot) is a modifled (hydrostatic stagnation) pressure, v is the velocity, / is the 
vertical deflection of the free surface, n is the outward unit normal to the free surface, 
while 3S denotes the boundary of the cross-section £ (Le., the lateral walls) and ez is 
the upward unit vector. The real parameters \x > 0 and 2&> denote the amplitude and 
frequeney of the forcing. The quantity Cg = v/(gh3 + Thlp)112 (with v = kinematic 
viscosity) is a capillary-gravity number and S = T/(T + pgh2) is a gravity-capillary 
balance parameter, these are related to the usual capillary number C = v^/p/Th and 
Bond number B = pgh2/T by Cg = C/(l + B)m and S = 1/(1 + B). The parameter S 
is such that 0 < S < 1, with the extreme cases S = 0 and S = 1 corresponding to the 
purely gravitational limit (T = 0) and thepurely capillary limit (g = 0), respectively. 

In this paper we consider the (nearly inviscid, nearly resonant, weakly nonlinear) limit 

C g « l , | a ) - £ 2 | « l , / x « l , (1.5) 

where £2 is an inviscid eigenfrequeney of the linearized problem around the fíat state. 
In contrast to [5] we assume that £2 has (algebraic and geometric) multiplicity N > 
1. Situations with N > 1 arise either due to the presence of symmetries or at mode 
interaction points that take place at particular valúes of \x and co. This Af-fold degeneracy 
of the linear inviscid problem can be lifted by forced symmetry breaking or by moving ¡x 
and co slightly from the mode interaction point. The inclusión of viscosity also shifts the 
location of the mode interaction point. In either case these perturbations (generically) 
split the eigenfrequeney £2 into N distinct frequencies, Í2 i , . . . , Í2#, assumed to be 
such that 

| í2 fc - í2 |« ; l fork=l,...,N. (1.6) 

As already mentioned, the streaming flow is expected to play a signifleant role in just 
these circumstances. This flow enters into the problem because the linearized problem 
admits hydrodynamic (or viscous) modes [39], [40], [5], in addition to the usual surface 
modes. In the nearly inviscid limit the former decay more slowly than the surface modes, 
and so are easily excited, forming the streaming flow. For small Cg, these modes take 
the form (v, p, f) = ec^'(U, CgP, CgF) + • • •, with the (real) eigenvalue X < 0 
given by 

V - t / = 0, W=-VP + AU, i f ( x , y ) e S , - 1 < z < 0, (1.7) 

t/ = 0 ifz = - l o r i f O c y ) e 3 S , (1.8) 

ez-U = 0, [ez-(VU+VUJ)]xez=0 atz = 0. (1.9) 

The associated (scaled) free surface deflection F is calculated a posteriori from the 
normal stress balance and volume conservation: 

SAF -(l-S)F = (-P + [(VU+VUJ)-ez]-ez)z=0 in S, (1.10) 

F = 0 a t3£ , and í Fdxdy = 0. (1.11) 



Thus, in contrast to the surface modes, the hydrodynamic modes are nonoscillatory 
and exhibit 0{Cg) free surface deflection. Moreover these modes decay on an OiC^1) 
timescale, in contrast to the 0(C~1/2) timescale of the surface modes, and henee cannot 
be ignored a priori in a weakly nonlinear theory. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive and dis-
cuss a system of coupled amplitude-streaming flow (CASF) equations that describe the 
slow evolution of the complex amplitudes of competing surface waves and the associated 
streaming flow. The streaming flow itself is incompressible and satisfles aNavier-Stokes-
like equation in three dimensions. As a consequence only a limited description of the 
resulting system can be obtained analytically, and any study of the attractors must rely on 
costly numerical computations. Thus some effort has been made to simplify the CASF 
equations further, in order to obtain model problems which nonetheless capture the role 
played by the streaming flow. These models are constructed using Galerkin truncation, 
and as in a related problem [41] appear to perform well. In Sections 3 through 5 we focus 
on three particular cases, namely an interaction between two nearly degenerate modes 
in rectangular containers with almost square cross-section, as in the well-known experi-
ments by Simonelli and Gollub [42] and Feng and Sethna [43], an analogous interaction 
in almost circular containers (to our knowledge, a situation not studied experimentally), 
and a mode-mode interaction in circular containers, as in the seminal experiment by 
Ciliberto and Gollub [44], [45]. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss in general terms the role 
of streaming flows in the nearly inviscid Faraday system. 

2. Derivation of the Coupled Amplitude-Streaming Flow Equations 

In this section we derive equations for the (complex) amplitudes Ak of modes with 
frequencies Í2k created from the breakup of a N-fold degenerate inviscid mode by a 
small change in the system geometry or in the parameter valúes used. In the limit (1.5)-
(1.6) these modes are nearly inviscid everywhere except in viscous boundary layers, of 
0(C] /2) thickness, attached to the walls of the container and the free surface. Since all 
these modes oscillate with frequencies near &>, we write the velocity v and the modifled 
pressure p in the bulk (i.e., outside of these boundary layers), and the free surface 
deflection / in the form 

(v, p, / ) = ela>í 
N 

J2 Ak(Vk, Pk, Fk) + (v3s, p3s, hs) 

N 

/ , AkA¡Am(Vk¡m, Pkim, Fkim) + •• • 

k=l 

N 

ce. 
k,l,m=l 

N 

+ J2 AkMhki, Pki, Fa) + (HS, f, f)+NRT, (2.1) 
k,l=l 

where NRT stands for nonresonant terms (depending on the short time variable t ~ 1 as 
exp(i£&>í), with the integer k ^ ±1 , 0); the terms written out explicitly either resonate 
with the surface waves or with the streaming flow. The amplitudes A i , . . . , AN, the 



streaming flow velocity us with the associated modified pressure ps, and/ree surface 
deflection fs are all small and depend weakly on time, namely, 

\dAk/dt\ « lA Î « 1, fork=l,...,N, \dusldt\ « |MS| « 1, 

\dP
s/dt\ « \P

S\ « i, | 3 / S / 3 Í | « | / s | « i. ( 2 ' 2 ) 

In addition (2.1) also depends on powers of the small parameters Cg, IX,CÚ — Í2,Í2\ — Í2, 
..., Í2N — Í2\ the corresponding terms have not been written out explicitly because 
they will not be needed in what follows. All coefflcients in (2.1) are 0(1) except for 
the quantities v3s, p3 s , and /3s, which depend bilinearly on (Ai , . . . , AN) and us (see 
below). The main objective of this section is to derive and discuss the following equations 
(hereafter the CASF equations) that describe the flow in the bulk, outside of the thin 
viscous boundary layers at the container walls and the fluid surface: 

A'k(t) = -\dk + i(co - £2)]Ak + i ^2 Pkim(&i ~ £¿)Am + i ^ akim„A¡AmA„ 
l,m=\ l,m,n=\ 

N ~0 ~ N 

-&J2 / us-gudxM + ii.1 J2aaAi, fotk=\,...,N, (2.3) 
i=i J-1 ^ s i=i 

N 

" S + 5Z AkAi(hM -gu) 9«73í x (V x us) = -Vps + CgAus 

k,l=l 

V • us = O, (2.4) 

for (x, y) e S, - 1 < z < O, subject to the boundary conditions 

N 

us = J2 AkAicpl ifz = - 1 orif (x,y) e 3S, (2.5) 
k,l=l 

us • ez = O, 3MS/3Z = J2 AkA[(p2
kl at z = O, (2.6) 

k,l=l 

where üs is the horizontal projection of us, and the modified pressure ps and the various 
coefflcients and vectors are determined below. 

The following remarks are in order. 

(i) The frequency splitting arises as a result of an 0(e) ~ dk change in the shape of 
the container. This change has no effect at leading order on the damping dk or on 
any of the remaining terms in (2.3). 

(ii) The vectors ipJ
M satisfy ipJ

M = ipJ
lk so that the sums in (2.5) and (2.6) are real. 

Likewise gk¡ = g¡k and hk¡ = h[k (see below). 
(iii) The following estimates hold for k, l, m, n = 1 , . . . , N: 

141 < 1, \Pklm\ ~ \aklmn\ ~ \dkl\ ~ \gld\ ~ \flk[\ ~ | ^ ; | ~ | ^ ; | ~ 1, 

(2.7) 
and allow us to neglect higher order terms based on the fact 

|w s |~ |A! | 2 \AN\2«l. (2.8) 



(iv) If Cg <C \Ak\ , the higher order viscous term retained in (2.4) plays no role in the 
bulk but remains responsible for the presence of secondary viscous boundary layers 
associated with the streaming flow. 

2.1. The Amplitude Equations 

The amplitude equations (2.3) can be derived (except for the singularity in the solution 
in the bulk near the contact line that must be handled with care [29]) by substituting 
expansión (2.1) into (1.1) and into the boundary conditions that result from matching 
conditions between the viscous boundary layers and the bulk, and imposing solvability 
conditions (Le., eliminating secular terms on the fast timescale t ~ 1) at each order. 
The only unfamiliar term in the amplitude equations is that involving the streaming flow 
velocity; this term is derived below. 

A. The leading order terms in (2.1) are linear combinations of the surface modes 
(Vjt, Pk, Fk), for k = l,..., N, which are nontrivial solutions of the linearized, 
inviscid problem 

V • Vk = 0, iSiVk = 

ez-Vk = 0 ifz = —1, 

ez • Vk = ií2Fk, Pk-{\-

/ Fkdxdy = 0, 

-VPk i n S x ] -

n0 • Vk = 0, 

- S)Fk + SÁFk = 

- 1 , 0 [ , (2.9) 

Fk = 0 if (x, y) e 3S, (2.10) 

= 0 on z = 0, (2.11) 

(2.12) 

where «0 is the outward unit normal to the lateral wall. For convenience these 
modes are selected such that 

í í Vk • Vidx + í [(1 - S)FkF, + SVFk • Vi}] dxdy -
J-i JE JE 

Su, (2-13) 
'E JE 

for k, l = 1 , . . . , N, where 4/ is the Kronecker delta and the dot denotes the inner 
product 

v\ • v2 = ü\U2 + v\v2 + w\w2 if vk = uker + vkee + vukez fork= 1 and 2. 
(2.14) 

Here the overbar denotes the complex conjúgate. Note that equations (2.9)-(2.12) 
are equivariant under the action 

(V, P, F) -+ (-V, P, F). (2.15) 

B. The linear terms in the amplitude equations (2.3) account for damping, detun-
ing, departure from degeneracy and forcing, and are obtained from the solvability 
conditions at orders ClJ2\Ak\, Cg\Ak\, \co - £2\\Ak\, \£2k - £2\\Ak\, and fi\Ak\. 

B-l. Viscous effects result in both detuning and damping, yielding 

dk = yl
k{\ + i)Cl12 + YkCg + 0{Cf), (2.16) 



where yk
l and yk

2 are real and strictly positive. The 0(Cl
g
12) term comes from 

viscous dissipation and viscous detuning in the Stokes boundary layers attached to 
the boundary of the container while the O (Cg) term results from dissipation in the 
bulk and a flrst correction to dissipation in the boundary layers; note that there is no 
viscous detuning at the latter order and that viscous dissipation in the boundary layer 
attached to the free surface is ignored (since it provides a O {C3

g
121 Ak |) contribution). 

The second term may be neglected/or sufficiently small Cg. However, as flrst shown 
by [46] in the liquid bridge context and conflrmed by [47] for brimful cylinders 
of circular cross section, the two-term approximation gives quantitatively much 
better results [47], [48], [49] for typical valúes of Cg (e.g., water in centimeter-
deep containers) because of the relatively large valué of the ratio yklyk

l for a flxed 
contact line [47]; this is expected to remain so for brimful containers of general 
cross section. Note that yk/yk is necessarily large for high order modes for which 

Yk ~* °> Yk ~ l*f as Í2 -> oo, (2.17) 

where \k\ is the wavenumber of the mode and satisfles the inviscid dispersión 
relation 

Ú2-t (1 -S)\k\ + S\kf. (2.18) 

This is because for high frequencies the surface modes behave locally like (linear 
combinations of) plañe waves, with well-deflned wavevectors, except of course 
in the vicinity of the contact line. The estimates (2.17) follow from standard esti-
mates of viscous dissipation taking into account that as Í2 becomes large the in
viscid eigenfunctions vanish exponentially with depth with a characteristic length 
scale \k\~l. 

B-2. The term accounting for the departure from the Af-fold degeneracy depends linearly 
on £2 - Í2fc, where £2 and Í2 i , . . . , Í2# are trie unperturbed and perturbed (inviscid) 
eigenfrequencies, respectively. Note that these are perturbations of a O (1) quantity 
(namely Í2), while the corresponding effects in the remaining terms in the amplitude 
equations are neglected because they involve perturbations of terms that are already 
small. Generically, the perturbation splits the N-dimensional eigenspace in the 
degenerate problem into N surviving eigenspaces that need not coincide, even 
in flrst approximation, with those spanned by the N eigenvectors of (2.9)-(2.12) 
selected above although these eigenvectors can always be selected so that this is in 
fact so (in this case, i Y, faim (&i - &)Am would simplify to i(Qk - £i)Ak in (2.3)). 
Since the term responsible for the frequency splitting is conservative and would be 
of the form i(Qk - £i)Ak for suitably chosen eigenvectors, it follows that 

N 

Pkim = Pmik and ^2 Pkim = hm for k,l,m = í,...,N, (2.19) 
i=i 

where we have taken into account that, according to (2.1) and (2.13), the energy 
of the system is 

E = f f \v\2dx+ f[(l-S)\f\2 + S\Vf\2]dxdy 

N I N \ 

k=l \k=l / 



B-3. The coefflcients of the parametric forcing terms are 

akl=2co2 í FkF,dxdy. (2.21) 

C. At second order in the complex amplitudes, equation (2.1) contains no resonant 
terms of the form exp(±kwí)- At this order we obtain only nonresonant terms 
and the (slowly varying) resonant terms explicitly displayed in (2.1), namely 
£ ÁkAi(hki, Pu, Fkl)+(us, 0, O);bydeflnition,both \ps\ and | / s | a reo(£ \Ak\

2). 
The runctions Pk¡, Fk¡ in (2.1) can be calculated from the strictly inviscid problem 
but will not be needed below. The expressions Y, ÁkAihki and us are of the same 
order (see (2.8)), and both contribute to the Eulerian meanflow velocity at leading 
order. The associated mean flows will be called inviscid mean flow and stream-
ing (or viscous mean) flow, respectively. The distinction between the two is made 
precise by requiring that 

M S - « O = 0 ifQt, y) e 3£, us-ez = 0 if eifher z = - 1 or z = 0, (2.22) 

where «o is the outward unit normal to 3X¡. Thus it is the inviscid mean flow that 
accounts for the normal component of the mean flow velocity at the unperturbed 
free surface. Note that the inviscid mean flow is slaved to the surface waves. 

C-1. The velocity vectors hk¡ appearing in the expression for the inviscid meanflow 
velocity can be written in the form 

hkl = iVHkl, (2.23) 

with the velocity potential Hk¡ given by 

A/4, = 0 if (x, y) e £ and - 1 < z < 0, (2.24) 

Hu = 0 if eifher z = - 1 or (x, y) e 3S, (2.25) 

dHkl/dz = -iV-(FkVl + FlVk) ifz = 0, (2.26) 

where Vkt¡ and V are the horizontal projections of Vkj and V. The boundary 
condition (2.26) that forces this flow results from the short-time average of the 
left-hand side of equation (1.3a); note that hk¡ = hík. Moreover, according to 
(2.1), (2.9), (2.22), (2.23), and (2.26), the normal component of the mean flow 
velocity is 

N 

iCT1 J2 ÁkA^ • lFkVPi - ñVPÚ^o, (2.27) 
k,l=l 

and henee vanishes identically if Fk and Pk (z = 0) are proportional for all k, with 
the proportionality constant independent of k. This situation in turn holds if either 
(a) capillary effects are absent or (b) the contact line is completely free (namely, if 
the dynamic contact angle is constant). In some cases this is true even for a flxed 
contact line (as in this paper), e.g., if (c) the surface wave is quasi-standing (see 
Section 2.3.1) or if (d) the cross section is circular and only two counter-rotating 
modes are present. 



C-2. The streaming flow velocity us cannot be calculated from strictly inviscid theory, 
for which us = 0. The mean flow described by Davey-Stewartson-like models 
[50] is strictly inviscid and has the same origin as the inviscid mean flow described 
above: It accounts for mean flow normal to the unperturbed free surface. In order 
to determine us (see Sections 2.2-2.3 below), we need to go to O (Y, l^tl4) in 
the momentum equation and include viscous effects that allow vorticity creation 
in the oscillatory boundary layers. The resulting vorticity may then diffuse or be 
advected into the bulk. 

D. At third order in the complex amplitudes, we obtain two kinds of resonant terms. 
D-1. The terms in (2.1) that are explicitly cubic in the complex amplitudes are required 

for the calculation of the coefflcients aUmn. This calculation is omitted since despite 
the presence of viscous boundary layers, the resulting coefflcients coincide wifh 
fhose obtained in the strictly inviscid limit. In this limit, the original problem (1.1)-
(1.4) is invariant under the action t -> —t, v -> —v, and conservative, and we must 
therefore have 

&klmn — &klmn? &klmn \ &lkmn — &mnkl \ &nmkl? &klmn — ^klnm- \¿.¿o) 

Additional relations must hold if the system (2.3) is to be Hamiltonian [51], [52]. 
Explicit calculations of the coefflcients in this limit for square [53], [54], rectangular 
[54], and circular [55] domains with a free contact line conflrm these relations (see 
also [56]). 
For use below, we note that the velocity vectors associated with the corresponding 
terms in (2.1) are potential, namely, 

V x Vkim = 0 for k, l, m = 1 , . . . , N, (2.29) 

and that 

\aklmn\~£2\k\2\F\2 a s ^ ^ T O , (2.30) 

where \k\ and \F\ denote the order of magnitude of the wavevector and the free 
surface deflection of the surface modes, respectively. Both are of order unity when 
Í2 ~ 1. The estímate (2.30) follows from well-known explicit expressions for 
laterally unbounded waves [56]. Alternatively, it can be obtained by noting that if 
fheperiod and wavelength of the waves areused for nondimensionalization (instead 
of the gravity-capillary time and h), these cubic coefflcients are of order unity. For 
this new nondimensionalization, t is replacedby tIQ, and Ak by Ak/(\F\\k\). 
D-2. The resonant terms denoted by (v3s, p3s , /3S)ela>í + ce. in (2.1) genérate the 
terms in the amplitude equations (2.3) that include the coupling to the streaming 
flow. These terms are distinguished from the remaining third-order resonant terms 
by the requirement that they depend bilinearly on both the streaming flow velocity 
and the complex amplitudes. Since these terms are new, we provide a detailed 
derivation here. To simplify notation we write the relevant part of equation (2.3) 
in the form 

A'k = Uk. (2.31) 



Thus we only need to show that 

7~Lk 

N ~0 ~ 

-ií2 V / / u 
1=1 J-i Jv 

• gki dxAi (2.32) 

for appropriate vector functions gk¡, which are calculated below. To this end, we 
substitute equations (2.1) and (2.31) into (1.1 )-(l .4) and retain terms that are either 
bilinear in («s, Ak) or linear in Hk. We obtain 

N N 

V - v 3 s ií2v 3s • Vp3s = ^ A , V ; x ( V x » s ) - ^ V,H 
i=i 

if (x, j ) e £ and 

i=i 

1 < z < 0, (2.33) 

v3s = 0 if z = —1 «o • v3s = 0 if(x, y) e 3S, 

/3s = 0 i f ( x , y ) e 3 S , 

v3s - ií2/3s = V • 

- (1 - S)f3s + SA 

(ib* A* 
1 N 

\l=l 

N 

+ J2FIHI ifz = 
i=i 

\iVA ifz = 0, 

= 0, 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) P3S 

where üs and V are again the horizontal projections of us and V. In fact, equa-
tion (2.33) applies only in the bulk, outside (secondary) viscous boundary layers. 
Although these boundary layers should in principie be taken into account in the 
derivation of the boundary conditions, a straightforward calculation shows that the 
boundary layers do not contribute new terms to the boundary conditions at this 
order. Also, in order to obtain (2.35) we have taken into account that, according to 
(2.4a), 3(MS • ez)ldz = - V • üs at z = 0. The coupling term Jik is now obtainedby 
applying a solvability condition to equations (2.33)-(2.36). Using the inner product 
(2.14), we multiply Vk by (2.33b) and (2.9b) by v3s, add, and intégrate the resulting 
equation over (x, y) e S, - 1 < z < 0. Repeated integration by parts using (2.13) 
together with the remaining equations and boundary conditions in (2.9)—(2.11) and 
(2.33)-(2.36) yields 

7~tk 

N r »0 f 

I> / Í 
/ = 1 U-l ./£ 

Vk • [Vi X (V x HS)] dx 

[ií2Fk(u
s • Vi) - PkV • (F;HS)]Z = 0 dxdy 

-ií2 
1=1 • /-! JV 

• gki dx, 

where gk¡ is given by 

gkl ií2-lV x (Vk x Vi), gkl = glk-

(2.37) 

(2.38) 



The second equality in (2.37) follows on integrating by parts the surface term (and 
taking into account that, according to (2.10), Fk = 0 at the contact line) and using 
(2.1 la) and the expression 

/ l Vk • [V¡ x (V x HS)] dx 

s)-(VkxVi)dx 

/ ' > M V x (Vk x V,)) + V • ((«s • V¡)Vk - (us • Vk)Vi)] dx 

-ií2 / / us gkí dx 

L 
i JH 

[(HS • Vi)(ez • Vk) - (us • Vk)(ez • V^^dxdy, 

obtained from standard vector identities and integration by parts. Equation (2.37) 
now yields the required expression (2.32) for Hk. 

2.2. The Streaming Flow Equations and Boundary Conditions 

We now consider the slowly varying velocity associated with the streaming flow, us, and 
show that it evolves according to equations (2.4)-(2.6). 

2.2.1. The Continuity and Momentum Equations. Equations similar to (2.4) are well 
known [19], [20], [17], but for completeness they are obtained here by substitution 
of expansión (2.1) into the original continuity and momentum equations (1.1). Since 
(1.1a) is linear, the oscillatory flow introduces no new terms and (2.4a) follows. The 
momentum equation does, however, involve additional terms resulting from products (in 
the quadratic advection term) of oscillatory terms that are of flrst and third order in the 
complex amplitudes; these are of the same order as the usual 0 ( |M S | 2 ) advection terms 
(see (2.8)). In addition, due to the very nature of the streaming flow, we must also retain 
viscous terms, however small these may be. From equations (2.23) and (2.29) it follows 
that 

I N \ 

^ A ; V ; X V X V 3 s + C . C . 

= -VLps + J2 (Á'kA' + ÁkA¡)Hkl] + CgÁus + •••, (2.39) 
k,l=l 

where v3s, hk¡, and Hk¡ are deflned in (2.1) and (2.23), and given by (2.33)-(2.36) and 
(2.24)-(2.26). Equation (2.33b) yields 

N 

V x v3s = - i f T 1 J2 A * V x (VkxV x us), (2.40) 
k=l 

dusldt - > AkA,hk, + us x V x «s 



and we only need to use the vector identity 

Í H X V X («xVx»f)+c.c . = i [Vx (wxw)]x Vxw+iV[(Vxw)- (wxw)] , (2.41) 

which holds for any real vector w and any complex vector u such that V • u = 0 and 
V x u = 0 [6], to obtain equation (2.4), with gk¡ as in (2.38) and ps given by 

N N 

PS=PS+J2 (Á'kAl + ÁkA!i)Ha + iST1 J2 ÁkAA(V x HS) • (Vk x V,)]. (2.42) 
k,l=l k,l=l 

2.2.2. The Boundary Conditions. The form of the boundary conditions (2.5)-(2.6) 
readily follows from the following properties: 

a. The forcing terms dependbilinearly on (Ai , . . . , AN) and (Ai , . . . , ÁN), with 0(1) 
coefficients depending on position only. 

b. The Stokes boundary layer near the solid watts provides a forcing tangential velocity, 
and the boundary layer near the free surface provides a forcing shear stress. The 
component of us perpendicular to the boundary vanishes in both cases by the deflnition 
(2.22) of the streaming flow. 

c. The boundary conditions must be invariant under any symmetry that applies the 
original problem. 

d. Theforcing shear stress at thefree surface vanishes at leading order ifthe associated 
surface wave is quasi-standing (see Section 2.3.1 below), that is, if the phase of 
J2 MVk is independent of position. 

Property (a) is a direct consequence of the slowly varying nature of the streaming flow, 
and property (c) is obvious. Properties (b) and (d) are well known in two dimensions 
[7], [57], [8], [58] and have been checked [59] for general, not necessarily plañe, solid 
and free boundaries in three dimensions. In fact, the formulae in [59] become simple 
for plañe or cylindrical rigid boundaries (see Appendix) and for plañe unperturbed free 
surfaces such as those in this paper, and allow a quick calculation of the vector functions 
ífl¡ and ífl¡ appearing in equations (2.5)-(2.6): 

ip\i = -(2£2)_1[(2 + 3i)(V • Vk)Vt + (Vk • V)V, + c e ] - hkl 

ifeitherz= - 1 or(x,y) e 3S, (2.43) 

tp% = V ( V • (FkVt)) + 2(VFk • V)V, + 2(V • Vt)VFk + ce . - (dhkl/dz) • ez 

ifz = 0. (2.44) 

Here, as above, Vk and V are the tangential projections of Vk and V on either the solid 
boundary or the unperturbed free surface. Note that the inviscid oscillatory velocity Vk 

is tangential to the solid boundary, and thus Vk = Vk in (2.43). 

2.3. Some General Remarks on the CASF Equations 

Before proceeding to particular cases, several remarks about the CASF equations are in 
order. 



2.3.1. Single-Mode, Standing, and Quasi-Standing Surface Waves. In the generic 
case N = 1 (already considered in a related context in [29]) the eigenfrequency £2 
is algebraically simple and the only eigenfunction (Vi, P\, F\) is necessarily invariant 
under (2.15); thus Vi and Vi are collinear and (see (2.38)) gn = 0 . Consequently the 
integral term in the (only) amplitude equation (2.3) vanishes identically and the evolution 
of Ai decouples from the streaming flow, as anticipated in Section 1. This conclusión 
does not require any additional conditions on the streaming flow. 

In the context of this paper, we shall say that a wave is standing if the free surface 
exhibits stationary nodal lines. This condition holds for all single-mode waves, but is 
quite stringent in the multimode case. Speciflcally, if we rewrite (2.1) in the form 

(v, p, f) = eW(V, P, F) + ce. + • • •, (2.45) 

where (V, P, F) = Y, Ak(Vk, Pk, Fk), this requirement holds if and only if (V, P, F) 
can be written as (V, P, F) = B(x)(V0(x), P0(x), F0(x)), with (V0, P0, F0) invariant 
under (2.15). For instance, in square containers a wave is standing only if the integral 
term appearing in the amplitude equations (3.13) vanishes, a requirement generically 
satisfled only if the streaming flow is reflection-symmetric. 

In general, standing waves are independent ofthe streaming flow. To see this we simply 
take (Vi, Pi, Fi) = (V0, P0, F0) in equation (2.1), with Ai ^ 0, A2 = • • • = AN = 0. 
The streaming flow contribution to the Ai amplitude equation (2.3) then vanishes because 
gn = 0, while the remaining equations are satisfled identically. This does not mean, 
however, that the stability properties of such standing waves are independent of the 
streaming flow, as elaborated further below. In cases in which the nodal lines move but 
only on the slow timescale x we shall say that the wave is quasi-standing. For such waves 
thephase of (V, P, F) is still independent of position (but will depend on x). An example 
of such a wave is provided by an axisymmetric oscillation in which the radial nodes move 
(slowly) in and out. This example also shows that not all reflection-symmetric waves are 
standing. 

2.3.2. Mass Transport Velocity, Stokes Drift, and Related Issues. The above analysis 
of the mean flow has been made for convenience in terms of the Eulerian velocity. This 
velocity is given by us + u', where the mean flows associated with us and 

N 

«'' = J2 AkAihki (2.46) 
k,l=l 

are the viscous and inviscid mean flows, respectively; here, hu is given by (2.23)-(2.26). 
In contrast, the mass transport, or Lagrangian, velocity [8], [58], 

umt = us + H¿ +usd, (2 Al) 

is associated with the time-averaged (on the timescale t ~ 1) trajectories of material 
elements; the difference between them (the Stokes drift) is 

N 

usd = -J2 AkAlgku (2.48) 
k,l=l 



where gk¡ is again given by (2.38); this expression for uSd is readily obtained from the 
standard one [58]. Note that the Stokes drift, like the inviscid mean flow, is slaved to 
the surface waves, in contrast to the streaming flow (see below), and that the normal 
component of theEulerian mean flow velocity does not lead to any mass transport across 
the unperturbed free surface, Le., umt • ez = 0 at z = 0. This result follows from 
equations (2.22) and (2.46)-(2.48) since equations (2.23)-(2.26), (2.38), and standard 
formulae from vector analysis imply that hk¡ • ez = gk¡ • ez at z = 0. 

The mass transport velocity is the relevant one for comparison with flow visualiza-
tions (with an exposure time long compared to the forcing period) and, more generally, 
for transport (and mixing) of passive scalars [60], [61]; unfortunately, bofh the stream
ing flow and the inviscid mean flows are often ignored, e.g. [61], presumably under 
the (mistaken) assumption that fhey are small compared to the Stokes drift. The mass 
transport velocity is also the appropriate one for calculating some global properties 
of the flow, such as the total momentum or angular momentum of the fluid, averaged 
over the short timescale t ~ 1. For an axisymmetric container, the angular momentum 
about the z-axis is Ms + M, where Ms is the angular momentum ofthe streaming flow 
us and 

N 

M=J2 AkA¡Mkl (2.49) 
k,l=l 

is the angular momentum of the inviscid mean flow and the Stokes drift. Here Mk¡ is the 
angular momentum of hk¡ —gu. In inviscid theories the conservation of angular momen
tum plays an important role, but this is no longer so once viscosity (and henee streaming 
flow) is included. Indeed, in such systems there is no reason why an initial condition 
with zero angular momentum cannot evolve into a Anal state that spins clockwise or 
counterclockwise [62]. In contrast neifher the mean (inviscid + streaming) flow ñor the 
Stokes drift affeets the energy E of the system at leading order because the contribution 
of both is of order Y, \Ak |

4, while E is quadratic in the complex amplitudes (see (2.20)). 
This is consistent with the fact that the coupling to the streaming flow in the amplitude 
equations (2.3) is conservative. However, neither flow can be ignored at higher order 
in the energy equation, even fhough the dissipation in the streaming flow is in general 
small [63]. 

2.3.3. Neglected Higher Order Terms. The neglected higher order terms in the am
plitude equations (2.3) are of order 

C f | A | , \A\5, fj,\A\3, C¡'2(\A\3 + \Aus\ + \fzA\), 

e{Cf + \A\3 + \Aus\ + \ixA\), 

and account, respectively, for viscous dissipation in the boundary layer attached to the 
free surface, higher order nonlinearity, the effect of viscosity on the nonlinearity, coupling 
to the streaming flow and forcing, and the effects of departure from the Af-fold eigenvalue 
degeneracy (as measured by e ~ |Í2 - Í2k\ <C 1) on the linear damping, nonlinearity, 



coupling to the streaming flow and forcing. Some of these terms are sometimes retained 
in the literature [37], [64], [65], [66]. Equation (2.4a) is exact (recall that us includes the 
total streaming flow velocity, not just the flrst approximation) while the neglected terms 
in (2.4b) and (2.5)-(2.6) are, respectively, of order 

(C1/2 + £) ( E lA*l2 + l"sl) l"sl + ( E lA*l2 + l"sl)3 

and (C¡l2+e)J2\Ak\2 + J2\Ak^ (2'5°) 

and originate from higher order effects in the advection terms and in the oscillatory 
boundary layers. Finally, when the degeneracy is lifted by forced symmetry breaking 
(e.g., by perturbing the cross section £ of the container) the resulting change in the 
domain also has an effect on the streaming flow. However, these corrections are of 
higher order and may also be ignored. 

2.3.4. Surface Wave-Streaming Flow Coupling. The momentum equation (2.4b) is 
the usual Navier-Stokes equation with a volumetric forcé 

(«'' + uSd) x (V x us), (2.51) 

called the vortex forcé. This forcé does not drive any flow by itself (it vanishes if us = 0) 
but can enhance or inhibit the effect of the remaining forcing terms; in fact this term 
can destabilize shear flows produced by water waves. The vortex forcé depends on the 
streaming flow vorticity, fís = V x us, which evolves according to 

dQfldt + [(MS + «' + usd) • V]f2s - (f2s • V)(MS + «' + usd) = CgAfls, (2.52) 

as in [17], p. 119. The streaming flow is directly forced by the boundary conditions (2.5)-
(2.6). If, as implicitly assumed, Í2 ~ 1, then the functions ipJ

M appearing in (2.5)-(2.6) 
are also of order unity and the streaming flow velocity us satisfles (2.8), perhaps after an 
initial transient (see Section 2.3.5 below). Since, in addition, \gk¡ | and \aUmn | are also of 
order unity, the streaming flow terms in (2.3) are of the same order as the cubic terms, 
and it is inconsistent to include the latter and neglect the streaming flow. This is true 
even more so when Í2 is large since then the wavenumber \k\ is also large (according 
to the inviscid dispersión relation (2.18)) and the inviscid eigenfunctions then vanish 
exponentially fast outside of a layer of thickness \k\~l near the free surface (the surface 
wave layer). According to equations (2.13) and (2.18), in this layer 

|V*|~£2|F*|~ |* |1 / 2 . (2.53) 

It follows from equations (2.30), (2.38), (2.43), and (2.44) that 

|a«™| ~ |*||g«| ~ l ¿ | | ^ | ~ l¥&| ~ ^-l\k\\ (2.54) 

In this limit, the forcing term in (2.5) can be neglected in comparison to that in (2.6). We 
must consider two cases. 



(a) If the streaming flow velocity vanishes outside the surface wave layer, then |«s | ~ 
l ^ l 1 H IfliWAkl2 in this layer and, according to (2.54), wehave 

| ^ a B ™ M A I ~ S 2 | ^ í j us •gkldxAl\-í2-l\k\iY,\Akt (2-55) 

Note that this case requires that the streaming flow be conflned to the surface wave 
layer. In some geometries (e.g., in Section 4 below if the radial wavenumber remains 
bounded when Í2 ~s> 1) the spatial derivative of the right-hand side of (2.6b) remains 
bounded. In this case, a standard order of magnitude estimate shows that viscous 
diffusion is large compared to advection and the streaming flow can only remain 
conflned if its time average vanishes, for otherwise the streaming flow vorticity must 
grow linearly at the edge of the surface wave layer and conflnement is not possible. 
See Section 4.5 below. 

(b) If, instead, the streaming flow is not conflned to the surface wave layer, then |«s | ~ 
H | ífli 11 Ak |

2 everywhere and 

\J2akininÁiAmA„ ~ f r ^ A f ^ l A ^ I 3 « Í 2 J^ / us-gudxAi 

~ C r W ^ I A , ! 3 . (2.56) 

In this case, the streaming flow terms in (2.3) dominate the cubic terms, and the streaming 
flow provides the nonlinearity that saturates the instability. 

We conclude that the effect of the streaming flow on the dynamics of the surface waves 
cannot in general be neglected in comparison to the usual cubic nonlinear terms and that, 
roughly speaking, the importance of this effect is larger for higher order modes. For 
instance, streaming flow effects should be more important in [42] than in [43] because 
the former studies the interaction of (2, 3) and (3, 2) modes in an almost square container 
while the latter focuses on the modes (0, 1) and (1,0). 

2.3.5. The Role of Transiente. In addition to the basic fast timescale t ~ l,theFaraday 
system exhibits several slower timescales. The amplitude equations (2.3) exhibit a surface 
wave dissipation timescale, given by (see (2.16)) 

t ~ U = \dt\-1 = \Y¡Cf + Y¡CgV\ (2.57) 

and a shorter timescale associated with the forcing if |/x| is large compared to \dk \• When 
\dk\ ~ l/u-l, only one timescale is present, and 

U - \Ak\-\ (2.58) 

Similarly, the streaming flow momentum equation (2.4) exhibits the viscous timescale 

t~tv = C~\ (2.59) 

which is much longer than the timescale (2.57) if eifher Cg ->- 0 for a flxed mode or 
(see (2.17)) if Í2 ->- oo for flxed Cg «C 1). However, in practice, as explained after 

file:///dt/-1


equation (2.16), both timescales can be comparable for low order modes provided Cg is 
not too small and the contact line is pinned, as assumed here. This viscous timescale is 
the relevant one for the diffusion of streaming flow momentum and vorticity (see (2.4b) 
and (2.52)) from the boundaries into the bulk. In addition, the streaming flow manifests 
the timescale (2.57) of the surface waves, which according to (2.8) and (2.58), is also 
the convective timescale of the streaming flow. But the ultimate, long time behavior of 
the system is approached only on the viscous timescale tv. In dimensional terms this 
timescale is given by h2/v, and so vanes from a few minutes to a few hours for water in 
centimeter-deep containers [42], [43], [45]. Such a timescale can exert an influence over 
the duration of a typical experiment [42], [45]. 

We now examine the implication of the above comments for the dynamics of surface 
waves in the generic case when the timescales (2.57) and (2.59) are well separated, 
Le., td -C tv- For simplicity, we assume that these are the only relevant timescales. We 
distinguish two cases, depending on initial conditions: 

A. If V x us = 0 at t = 0, then according to (2.4a) and (2.22) we must also have us = 0 
at t = 0, and thus us remains small on the timescale t¡¡ (see (2.4)), until such time as 
the momentum and vorticity diffuse from the boundary layer into the bulk. During 
this transient we have \ f f us • gdx\ <C \Ak\

2, and thus the system approaches an 
attractor of the amplitude equations usually considered in the literature, namely those 
with the streaming flow omitted. However, after this transient, the streaming flow 
begins to manifest itself and the solution evolves towards the true attractor of the full 
CASF equations. Transients of this type may have been detected in laterally vibrated 
[67, Fig. 8] andFaraday [42, §7.1] systems. 

B. If the streaming flow vorticity is nonzero to begin with, the streaming flow affects the 
dynamics of the surface waves from the very beginning. During the initial transient 
of duration td viscous diffusion in the momentum equation (2.4b) can be ignored; 
the resulting simplifled CASF equations can exhibit attractors that need not be cióse 
to the true attractors of the system; the latter will be reached only on the viscous 
timescale tv. Transients of this type might be responsible for the striking behavior 
reported in [42, Fig. 16]. 

We conclude that the behavior of the Faraday system during the long initial transient 
should depend strongly on initial conditions: If the initial streaming velocity is not 
controlled, the system can appear to be "structurally unstable", as reported in [42]. If the 
viscous timescale is longer than the duration of the experiment and the initial streaming 
velocity is appropriately small, the influence of the streaming flow will not be apparent. 
These conclusions could explain why the results of Feng and Sethna [43] largely agreed 
with the predictions of a weakly nonlinear theory without streaming flow, while those 
of Simonelli and Gollub [42] did not. In the former case the dimensions of the container 
were much larger and the kinematic viscosity somewhat smaller; the viscous timescale 
was therefore much longer (Le., t* = h2/v ~ (25.4 cm)2/(0.01 cm2s_1) ~ 18 hours in 
[43], and t* ~ (2.5 cm)2/(0.036 c m V 1 ) ~ 3 min in [42]). To obtain these estimates 
we used [68], [69] for the physical parameters not given in [42], [43] even though 
Feng and Sethna [43] state only that their container is "similar" to that used by [69]. 
Despite this uncertainty it is clear that the viscous timescale in [43] is much longer than 
thatin [42]. 



3. Mode-Mode Interaction in Almost Square Containers 

Let us assume now that the cross section of the container is a rectangle that is cióse to 
the square 

S: |JC| < LI2, \y\ < L/2. (3.1) 

We suppose that ií2 is a double eigenvalue of the inviscid problem (2.9)-(2.12) in X!, i.e., 
N = 2 in the terminology of Sections 1 and 2. This assumption implies that the surface 
wave mode excited by the parametric forcing breaks the D4 symmetry of the system; 
this mode and the corresponding one obtained by reflection in a diagonal are excited 
simultaneously and henee interact strongly in the nonlinear regime. In the following we 
refer to the nonlinear states that resemble these eigenmodes as puré modes. In addition to 
the puré modes, the system admits nonlinear states in the form of mixed modes, consisting 
of an equal amplitude "superposition" of the puré modes. Both the puré modes and the 
mixed modes are excited at the same valué of \x and are standing waves; their relative 
stability depends on the nonlinear terms in the corresponding amplitude equations. This 
set-up was investigated both experimentally [42], [43] and theoretically [43], [53], [54], 
[70], [71], [72]. However, a number of discrepancies between experiment and theory 
remain. When the container is square, the predicted shape of several bifurcation curves 
in the (/x, &>) plañe differs from that reported in the experiment [42]. These predictions 
are based either on the assumption that the primary bifurcation is generic [70] and 
henee that mean flows are slaved to the dynamics of the mode amplitudes, or on a 
velocity potential formulation with the a posteriori addition of small damping [43], 
[53], [54], [71]. Both approaches thus leave out the streaming flow, leaving open the 
possibility that it is this flow that is responsible for the observations. Simonelli and Gollub 
[42] also demonstrated that perturbing the container cross section to a rectangular one 
unfolds the mode interaction point and produces chaotic oscillations in its vicinity. In 
the theories put forward, this behavior depends on the cubic coefflcients computed on 
the basis of inviscid theory. However, as already indicated, the streaming flow comes 
in at the same order and henee is expected to have a profound effect on the chaotic 
dynamics as well. In Section 3.1 we flrst write down a scaled form of the CASF equations 
that apply to this problem, and then analyze some of their properties in order to make 
in Section 3.2 a qualitative comparison with the experiments in [42], [43]. We also 
comment on the appropriateness of some additional simplifleations, including a Galerkin 
truncation (§3.3). 

3.1. The Scaled CASF Equations 

We begin by considering the dynamics in a square container. Motivated by experiments 
[42], [43], we let (Vi, Px, Fx) and (V2, P2, F2) be two eigenfunctions of (2.9)-(2.12) 
related by reflection in the xy diagonal, with F\ odd in the x-direction and even in the 
y-direction. The odd-odd and even-even cases are treated similarly but lead to somewhat 
different amplitude equations. The chosen eigenfunctions are linearly independent, and 
we denote their amplitudes by Ai and A2, respectively. Since they break the D4 symmetry 
of the square, the group D4 acts on these amplitudes and on the associated streaming 



flow in a nontrivial way: 

x -> -x, Ai -> -Ai, {u{, u\, us
3) -> {-u{, u\, us

3), (3.2) 

x o y, Ai o A2, (líj, «2, «3) o («2, «i,«3)- (3.3) 

In view of the symmetry (2.15) of the inviscid eigenvalue problem (2.9)-(2.12) we can 
take Fi and F2 to be real, with Vi and V2 purely imaginary. From equations (2.21), 
(2.23)-(2.26), and (2.38) it now follows that 

aki = otki, fin = h22 = 0, hu = -h2i = \h, gn = g22 = 0, 

gu = -gu = ig- (3.4) 

Here h = V//12, g = Í2_1 V x (Vi x V2) are both real and equivariant under 

x —>- — X, (üi, U2, U3) -+ (ui, — U2, — U3), (3.5) 

x ^> y, (ui, U2, U3) —>- (—U2, — Ui, — U3), (3.6) 

where u = (ui, U2, U3) stands for either h or g, and the function Hn is given by (2.24)-
(2.26). The reflection symmetries (3.2)-(3.3) also imply that in a square 

aklmn = akímñ' 

a\imn = 0 if exactlytwo of the Índices /, m, n are equal to 1, (3.7) 

«11 = «22, «12 = «21 = 0 , di = d2, (3.8) 

for k,l,m,n = 1,2, where the symboPmeans that the valué of the index has been 
changed (from 1 to 2 or vice versa). 

If the square container is now perturbed to a rectangle, the eigenfrequencies are split 
as discussed in Section 2, with the modes (Vi, P\, F\), (V2, P2, F2) being precisely the 
surviving eigenmodes discussed in the comment above eq. (2.19). Thus 

j8« m =0 if (*, l,m)± (1,1,1), (2, 2, 2), A11 = J8222 = 1- (3.9) 

Since the remaining coefflcients in (2.3) are unaffected (at leading order) by this pertur-
bation, they are constrained by (3.4)-(3.8), and henee take the following form: 

• Thedamping-detuningcoefflcients ared\ = (¿2 = KiC]/2 + K2Cg+i(yiC]/2 +&>-£2), 
with yi > 0 and yi > 0. 

• All the coefflcients aUmn and ak¡ vanish, except for 

«1111 = «2222 = «1, «1212 = «2112 = «1221 = «2121 = «2/2, 

«1122 = «2211 = «3 , «11 = «22 = «4, 

where the « i , . . . , «4 are real. Explicit expressions for the coefflcients « i , . . . , «4 can 
be found in [53], [54] for several different mode interactions and a free contact line. 



If we now introduce the rescaling 

t = r/á, KiC]/2 + í» - ( í2 i + í22)/2 = Sr, (Í22 - í2i)/2 = 5A, 

A u = 51/2A±, /x = ST/a4, us = Su, ps = S2p, 

where 

8 = YlC¡12 + y2Cg (3.12) 

is the damping rate, we may use (3.4) to rewrite equations (2.3)-(2.4) in the form 

A'±(x) = - [ l + i ( r ± A ) ] A ± + i (a 1 |A ± | 2 +a 2 |A T | 2 )A ± +ia 3 A±A 2
F + iTA± 

±Í2 { í ugdxAT, (3.13) 

V-w = 0, 

duldx - [u + H(A+, A_) - G(A+, A_)] x (V x u) = -V p + Re^Au, (3.14) 

where 

H = i(A+A_ - A+ÁJ)h, G = i(A+A_ - A+ÁJ)g, 

Re = (YlC¡12 + YiCg)ICg (3.15) 

are the inviscid mean flow velocity, the Stokes drift, and the effective Reynolds number 
of the streaming flow, respectively. In eqs. (3.13) the terms A ^ 0 describe the leading 
order effect of perturbing the cross section S to a rectangular one. 

Equivariance under (3.2)-(3.3) and the properties c and d in Section 2.2.2 imply that 
the boundary conditions (2.5)-(2.6) take the form 

u = (|A+|2 + |A_|2)V l + (|A+|2 - |A_|2)^2 + (Á+A_ + A+A_)^ 3 

+ i(A+A_ - A+ÁJ)ípA ifeitherz= - 1 or (x, y) e 3S, (3.16) 

u • ez = 0, düldz = i(A+A_ - A+ÁJ)cp5 if z = 0, (3.17) 

where M is again the horizontal projection of u, and the (real) vector functions ipl,..., ip5 

(which can be calculated in terms of the inviscid eigenmodes by means of (2.43)-
(2.44)) are tangent to the boundary of the container and exhibit the following symmetry 
properties: 

A. Lpx transforms like us under (3.2)-(3.3). 
B. Lp2 transforms like (3.2) and (3.6). 
C. ip3 transforms like (3.5) and (3.3). 
D. LpA and ip5 transform like (3.5) and (3.6). 

The form of theboundary condition (3.17) follows from (2.44) and shows that the velocity 
shear at z = 0 vanishes whenever Á+A_ = A+Á_. This requirement is equivalent to 
the requirement that the phase of A+V\ + A_V2 be independent of position, i.e., that the 
surface wave be quasi-standing. These boundary conditions hold at leading order in the 
rectangular container as well. 



The Anal CASF equations for the nearly square container are thus (3.13)—(3.14), 
(3.16)—(3.17), with the vector runctions h, g, ip1,..., ip5 as calculated from (2.43)-
(2.44) and (3.4). The latter runctions satisfy the symmetry properties indicated in (3.4) 
and A-D above; these are relevant to the analysis that follows. The real coefflcients a\, 
a2, and a3 have been calculated independently in [43], [53], [54], [72] for a free contact 
line; in the present problem the contact line is assumed to be pinned, which makes the 
calculations of these coefflcients substantially more involved [29]. However, once the 
cross section is flxed, with A = 0 and A ^ 0 for squares and rectangles, respectively, 
the only free parameters are the scaled forcing amplitude Y and the scaled detuning Y. 

3.2. Qualitative Comparison with Experiments 

A. In a square (A = 0) there are two types of primary branches that bifúrcate from 
the fíat state (A+, A_) = (0, 0) simultaneously: (i) puré states, of the form (A, 0) 
or (0, A), and (ii) mixed states of the form (A, ±A). Both are standing waves. 
Equations (3.13) show immediately that in both cases f fu-gdx = 0. Thus neither 
state involves the streaming flow. These results can be traced to the equivariance 
of g under (3.5)-(3.6), and are a consequence of the reflection symmetry of the 
streaming flows associated with these states. However, their stability properties with 
respect to reflection symmetry-breaking perturbations do depend on the coupling to 
the streaming flow. There are two instabilities of this kind. The flrst results in steady 
states of the form (A+, A_), A+Á_ ^ Á+A_. These states resemble the alternating 
roll states (A, ±iA) familiar from studies of the Hopf bifurcation with D4 symmetry 
[73] that occurs when T = 0; Feng and Sétima [43] cali these states "rotational". In 
addition there are instabilities that would not be present without the coupling to the 
streaming flow; here the excitation of the streaming flow destabilizes standing waves 
that would otherwise be stable (see below). 

B. In rectangular domains (A ^ 0) the CASF equations are invariant under the group 
D2 only. This group is generated by (3.2) and 

y -> -y, A2^-A2, us = (u{,us
2,u

s
3) -> (u{, -u2,u

s
3). (3.18) 

As a result there are only two primary branches of puré steady states and these 
are excited at different thresholds, Le., the múltiple bifurcation when A = 0 is 
split apart. The mixed modes no longer form a primary branch and instead appear 
only through secondary bifurcations. Simonelli and Gollub [42] did not attempt 
a comparison with theory for this case. They did report, however, observation of 
several different types of time-dependence in the mode amplitudes near the original 
mode interaction point. It is likely that such oscillations are the consequence of the 
interaction of the two nearly degenerate modes much as discussed in [74]. Since 
most of the reported oscillations lack instantaneous D2 symmetry, streaming flow 
is likely to couple to the amplitude dynamics in an essential way. A comparison 
by Feng and Sethna [43] of their theory for A ^ 0 with experiments worked quite 
well for Z>2-symmetric states but failed completely [43, Figs. 5,6] for the rotational 
states that should be accompanied by streaming flow. It should be noted that in a 
rectangular domain these states differ qualitatively from those in a square domain, 
and correspond instead to waves that rotate back and forth. In fact, for the parameter 



valúes for which their theory predicts waves of this type, Feng and Sethna did observe 
experimentally extremely slow, amplitude modulated, and apparently chaotic back-
and-forth rotations, but were unable to establish their properties with confldence 
because of the long timescales involved. In contrast, the remaining features of the 
bifurcation diagram involve only reflection-symmetric states and these were found 
to be in reasonable quantitative agreement with the theory. 

These experiments are consistent with our suggestion that streaming flows are gen-
erated whenever the state of the system lacks reflection symmetry, and that these flows 
might very well be responsible for the existing discrepancies between theory and exper
iments involving these states. Quantitative comparison with these experiments can only 
be performed on the basis of a (numerical) solution of the full CASF equations. We do 
not report here the results of such computations since the contact line in bofh experiments 
was left free, while for our theory it must be pinned. However, with this modiflcation 
the experiments would fall wifhin the scope of our theory because (i) the aspect ratio is 
evidently small, and (ii) Cg is also sufflciently small, viz., Cg = 2.5 • 10~6 in Feng and 
Sethna [43] and 2.4 • 10~4 in Simonelli and Gollub [42], using h = 25.4 cm, p = 1 g 
cm~3, v = 0.01 cm2 s_1, T = 30 dyn cm -1 [43], and h = 2.5 cm, p = 0.81 g cirr3, 
v = 0.032 cm2 s_1, T = 24.8 dyn cirr1 [42]. Note that in bofh cases surface tensión 
can in fact be ignored since S = 4.7 • 10~5 and 5.0 • 10~3, respectively. To reach these 
conclusions we have, once again, used [68], [69] for the physical parameters not given 
in [42], [43]. 

3.3. Truncation of the CASF Equations 

Given the complexity of the CASF equations, we have constructed a hierarchy of simpli-
fled models based on Galerkin truncation of the Navier-Stokes equation for the streaming 
flow. The streaming flow will in general contain terms of different symmetries. In a square 
these are determinedby the two reflections (3.2) and (3.3) generating the group D4. Terms 
in the streaming flow can be odd/odd, odd/even, even/odd, and even/even under these 
symmetries. In the following we write down the leading terms of each type. Using the 
results of the preceding section we have 

A'±(r) = - ( l + i r ) A ± + i ( a 1 |A ± | 2 +a2 |A T | 2 )A ± +ia 3 A ± A 

+ iTÁ±TYViAT, 

v[(r) = £i[-ui +i(Á+A_ - A+Á^)] + yoViV4 + Yiv2v3, 

v'2(r) = e2[-v2 + Á+A_ + A+Á^] + y2v\v3 + y3v2v4, 

v'3(r) = s3[-v3 + |A+ |2 - |A_|2] + y4viv2 + y5v3v4, 

v'4(r) = e4[-v4 + |A+|2 + |A_|2] + y6v¡ + y7v¡ + y&v¡ + y9 

Hereej = —XjRe~l > 0, kj < 0 are the corresponding hydrodynamic eigenvalues, and 
the Vj represent the (real) amplitudes of the four different contributions to the streaming 
flow. These equations can be constructed as in [75]: Each contribution must be inde-
pendent of the fast timescale and henee be a product of an amplitude and a complex 

2 
•=F 

2 
)V4. 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 



conjúgate; each must be either odd or even under (3.2) and (3.3); each must couple to 
the amplitudes A± in a conservative fashion and only the flrst, odd/odd, mode can con
tribute to the amplitude equations because the remaining ones are reflection-symmetric 
(property §3.2A above). Thus y is real and no term of the form vkAT with k > 1 
is present in (3.19); both facts can be checked by explicit computation. However, the 
reflection-symmetric modes do affect implicitly the surface wave dynamics fhrough v\ 
because of the nonlinear terms in (3.20). Note that in steady state the streaming flow 
associated with (A, 0) takes the form (v\, v2, v3, v4) = (0, 0, \A\2, \A\2) as A -> 0, 
while (vi, v2, v3, v4) = (0, 2|A|2, 0, 2|A|2) for the mixed modes (A, ±A). 

If we neglect the nonlinear terms in (3.20)-(3.23), equations (3.19) and (3.20) decou-
ple from the rest; in an almost square container we therefore have 

A'±(r) = - [ l + i ( r ± A ) ] A ± + i(ai|A± |2 + a2|AT |2)A± + ia3A±A^ 

+ iTÁ±TyviAT, (3.24) 

v[(r) = e [ - u i + i ( A + A _ - A + A _ ) ] . (3.25) 

In the remainder of this subsection we discuss the consequences of this one mode ap-
proximation of the streaming flow, although theresults apply to (3.19)—(3.23) as well. 

Both the puré and the mixed modes can become unstable to perturbations involving 
the streaming flow. Let us flrst consider puré modes, (A+, A-, v\) = (A, 0, 0), with 
A ^ 0 such that 

[1 + i(r + A) - iai|A|2]A = iTA; 

the phase of A can be eliminated from this equation, to obtain 

l + [r + A - a ! | A | 2 ] 2 = T2 , a i ^ O . 

Thus the instability sets in at 

T = Tc = [1 + (r + A)2]1/2, 

and the amplitude \A\ increases monotonically for T > Tc provided ( r + A)/a\ < 0; 
if ( r + A)/CÜI > 0 the branch bifurcates subcritically at T = Tc before turning around 
towards larger T at a secondary saddle-node bifurcation. 

To determine the linear stability of these states, we replace A+, A_, and v\ by A + 
X+ex r + Y 
equations 

+eAT,X_e' 

[A. + 1 + 

[A. + 1 -

[A. + 1 + 

[A. + 1 -

ie(AX_ -

lT+y_eAT
; 

i(r + A) 

, andZe +c.c. 

-2 ia i |A | 2 ]X + 

i(r + A) + 2ia!|A|2]y+ 

i ( r - A ) - i a 2 |A | 2 ]X_-

, respectively, and linearize. The resulting 

- i ( T + a1A
2)Y+ 

+ i(T + aiÁ
2)X+ 

- i ( T + a 3 A 2 ) y _ -

i(r - A) + ia2|A|2]y_ + i(T + a3Á
2)X_ -

- AYJ) - (X + e)Z = 0, 

= 0, 

= 0, 

-yAZ = 

-yÁZ = 

= 0, 

= 0, 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 



have puré eigenmodes (X_ = y_ = Z = 0) and mixed eigenmodes (X+ = Y+ = 0, 
Z ,é 0) with associated dispersión relations given by 

(X + l)2 + [r + A - 2ai \A\2f = 1 + ( r + A)2, (3.31) 

X2 + 2X + [2A + (a2 + «3 - a!) |A|2][-2r + (ai + a2 - a3)\A\2 

+ 2ye\A\2/(X + e)] = 0, (3.32) 

respectively. The former relation is quadratic and shows readily that pure-mode instabil-
ities are always nonoscillatory at threshold (Le., associated with X = 0) and correspond 
either to the primary bifurcation at T = Tc or to the secondary saddle-node bifur-
cation at 

|A|2 = ( r + A)/ai. (3.33) 

In contrast the relation (3.32) is cubic, and shows that mixed-mode instabilities are either 
nonoscillatory, occurring when 

|A|2 = 2A/(a1 - a2 - a3) or |A|2 = 2F/(a1 + a2 - a3 + 2y), (3.34) 

or oscillatory, producing quasiperiodic oscillations, when 

[2A + (a2 +a3- a!)|A|2][2r + (ey - ax - a2 + a3)\A\2] = e(e + 2), (3.35) 

provided in all cases that |A|2 > 0. Since the corresponding eigenvalues X = ±iX¡ are 
given by 

X] = - e 2 +ey |A | 2 [2A + (ü'2 + ü'3 - «i)|A|2] > 0, (3.36) 

the presence of this bifurcation leading to quasi-periodic waves requires that y ^ 0. 
Such bifurcation cannot therefore occur without the streaming flow. From equations 
(3.33)—(3.35) we also flnd conditions for codimension-two degeneracies: (i) a Takens-
Bogdanov bifurcation, resulting from the coalescence of the symmetry-breaking and 
Hopf bifurcations, occurs if (3.34b) holds and 

e(ai +a2-a3+ 2yf = 4yr[A(o'i + a2 - a3 + 2y) + Y(a2 + a3 - ai)]; (3.37) 

(ii) a saddle-node-symmetry-breaking bifurcation occurs when (3.33) holds and either 

(r + A)(ai-a2-a3) = 2Aai or (T+ A)(ai+a2-a3+2y) = 2Fai; (3.38) 

(iii) a saddle-node-Hopf bifurcation with one zero plus two nonzero imaginary eigen
values occurs when (3.34b) holds and 

[2Aai + (a2 + a3- ai)(T + A)][2Tai + (ey -ax-a2+ a3)(T + A)] = e(e + 2)a\. 
(3.39) 

The flrst two of these bifurcations contain within their unfolding periodic solutions that 
correspond to (different types of) asymmetric mixed-mode oscillations in the Faraday 
system. The last bifurcation contains symmetric quasi-periodic solutions [76], and these 
correspond to three-frequency states in the Faraday system. Chaotic dynamics are present 
near the global bifurcations with which the two-tori terminate [77], [78]. 



The corresponding results for the other puré mode, (A+, A-,v\) = (A, 0, 0), can 
be obtained from the above results using the substitution A -> - A . Likewise, we can 
use these results to deduce the stability properties of the mixed modes (A+, A-,v{) = 
(A, ±A, 0) in a square container (A = 0). This is because equations (3.19) and (3.25) 
are invariant under the transformation 

A± -> (A+ ± A_)/2, i>i -> —V\I1, a.\ -> a.\ + a2 + a3, 

a2^2(ai-a3), a3 -> (ai - a2 + a3), y -> -2y, (3.40) 

while the mixed modes become puré modes. It follows that for the mixed modes 

1 + [r - («i + a2 + a3)\A\2]2 = T2 , ax + a2 + a3 ¿ 0, 

and henee that these modes set in at 

r = rc = (i + r2)1/2, 

Le., simultaneously with the puré modes. The stability results of these states follow 
immediately from the substitution (3.40) into (3.33)—(3.39) and setting A = 0; note, in 
particular, that the two dispersión relations are now associated with reflection-symmetric 
and symmetry-breaking perturbations, respectively. Once again all the same bifurcations 
and degeneracies are still present, and streaming flow is crucial for the presence of a 
symmetry-breaking Hopf bifurcation. 

4. Mode-Mode Interaction in Almost Circular Containers 

In this section we discuss the corresponding results for circular containers. This sys-
tem has the symmetry group 0(2) of rotations and reflection of a circle. We consider 
nonaxisymmetric modes so that the primary instability breaks the symmetry, and henee 
corresponds to a zero eigenvalue of double multiplicity. We can think of this instability 
as generating clockwise and counterclockwise rotating waves. When these waves are 
coupled via the parametric forcing, the primary state is a standing wave with reflection 
symmetry. In this case only the phase of this standing wave couples to the streaming 
flow. However, as soon as the shape of the container is perturbed from circular, both the 
phase and the amplitudes couple to the streaming flow. In these cases the presence of 
the streaming flow has a much more dramatic impact on the dynamics. This interesting 
case has, unfortunately, not been investigated in experiments. 

4.1. The Scaled CASF Equations 

We use cylindrical coordinates (r, 0, z) with associated unit vectors er, ee, and ez, and 
take the unperturbed cross section of the container to be 

S: 0 <r < R. (4.1) 



The two (N = 2) surface eigenmodes appearing in (2.1) are taken to be 

(Vi, Pu Fi) = (iUer + Vee+iWez, P, F)eim8, (V2, P2, F2) = (-Vi, Pu Fi), 
(4.2) 

where m > 1 and the functions í/, V, W, P, and F are real and independent of 9. From 
equations (2.23)-(2.26) and (2.38), we now have 

¿ii = h22 = hu = h2\ = gu = gi\ = 0, 
gn = -g22 =g= -2Í2-1 V x (V Wer - UVez) = g(r, z)ee. 

When the cross section of the cylinder is perturbed while preserving the reflection 
symmetry in the plañe 9 = 0, n, the amplitude equations must remain invariant under 
the action 

Ai «> A2, us • ee ->- -us • ee. (4.4) 

In view of (2.19) this fact implies that 

/Sin = fhn = 1 - A21 = 1 - Í5222, A12 = Pin = —fim = —{hu- (4-5) 

This fact is used below to construct the linear terms in the amplitude equations. The re-
maining terms commute with the symmetry 0(2) of theunperturbed container, generated 
by (4.4) and the rotations 

9 -+0+<p, Ai -+ Aié"1*, A2 -+ A2Q-im*. (4.6) 

Thus (i) the viscous damping-detuning terms must be such that 

di=d2 = Yi\l + i)C¡<2 + Y¡Cg, (4.7) 

and (ii) the coefflcients of the nonlinear terms and of the forcing all vanish except for 

«1111 = «2222 =OÍ\, «1221 = «2112 = «2, «12 = «21 = «3- (4.8) 

Here y/ > 0, y2 > 0, a\, a2, and «3 are real, and we have taken into account (2.16) and 
(2.28). The coefflcients a\, a2, and «3 have been computed by Miles [55] for a particular 
case with a free contact line. 

With these results and the rescaling 

í = T/á, K/C]/2 + íy- í22 + A i i ( ^ 2 - ^ i ) = ár, J8ii2(£2i-£22) = 5A, 

A u = 51/2A±, f¿ = ST/a3, us = Su, ps = S2p, (4.9) 

where 

S = y1
1C¡'2 + y¡Cg (4.10) 

is the damping rate, the amplitude equations (2.3)-(2.4) become 

A'±(r) = - ( l + i r ) A ± + iAA T +i (a i |A ± | 2 + a2|AT|2)A± + iTAT 

/ / g{r,z)u-eerdrd9dzA±, (4.11) 
-1 Jo Jo 

V-M = 0 , 

duldx - [w + G(A+, A-)] x (V x «) = -Vp + Re^Au, (4.12) 



where the Stokes drift G and the effective Reynolds number Re are given by 

G = (\A_\2 - \A+\2)gee and Re = ( y / c f + y¡Cg)/Cg. (4.13) 

Note that the inviscid mean flow is absent from these equations, as expected from the 
fact that the Stokes drift is horizontal at the unperturbed free surface (see the discussion 
in §2.1C). If the streaming flow is ignored in (4.11) theresulting equations are a special 
case of those considered in [79], [80]. 

Thepresence of the 0(2) symmetry (4.4,4.6) and theproperties c and din Section 2.2.2 
together imply that the boundary conditions (2.5)-(2.6) take the form (in terms of the 
rescaled variables (4.9)) 

H = [^ iA + A_e 2 Í m e +c.c .+^ 2 ( |A + | 2 +|A_ | 2 ) ]«oxe e 

+ [í>3A+A_e2Íme + ce. + <p4(\A_|2 - |A+|2)]ee 

if eifherr = R orz = - 1 , (4.14) 

u • ez = (du/dz) • er = 0, (3M/3Z) • ee = (p5(\A_\2 - |A+ |2), on z = 0, (4.15) 

where «o is again the outward unit normal. As before, the boundary condition (4.15c) 
follows from the requirement that the surface shear vanish for quasi-standing surface 
waves, Le., waves for which thephase of A+V\ + A_V2 is independent of position. 

Equations (4.11)-(4.12), (4.14)-(4.15) constitute the rescaled CASF for the present 
problem. In these equations the (real) scalar functions <pi, ...,<p¡ and g are independent 
of 6, and given by (2.43)-(2.44) and (4.3) in terms of the components (4.2) of the excited 
linear modes. For a pinned contact line the coefflcients yl and y\ m (4.10) and the 
corresponding inviscid eigenfunctions have been calculated in [47]. 

When A = 0 the CASF equations (4.11)—(4.12) are equivariant with respect to the 
full group 0(2). As soon as A ^ 0 the symmetry of the problem is reduced to the group 
D2 generated by 

A± —>- —A±, 0 —>- 6+7T, and A+ ̂ > A-, 0 —>- —0, u-eg —>- —ueg. 
(4.16) 

The former arises from evolution in time by Inlm while the latter is a consequence of 
the remaining spatial reflection symmetry. Once again the coupling to the streaming 
flow in the amplitude equations (4.11) vanishes identically when the surface wave is 
reflection-symmetric for all x. 

4.2. The Circular Container 

When A = 0 the surface wave becomes quasi-standing after a transient, which means 
that it is determined up to a spatial phase 9Q. If we write 

A± = B±&-'lme°{t), (4.17) 

where 

/ / g(r,z)u-eerdrd6dz, (4.18) 
-i Jo Jo 



then equations (4.11) reduce to 

B'±{x) = - ( 1 + ir)B± + i(«i |fi±|2 + a2\BT\2)B± + iTBT. (4.19) 

These equations provide the simplest description of nearly inviscid Faraday waves in 
0(2)-symmetric systems [81] and all their solutions converge to reflection-symmetric 
steady states of the form 

B± = R0é
me\ (4.20) 

Le., to standing waves. Equations (2.1), (4.2), (4.9), and (4.20) imply that the corre-
sponding free surface deflection is given by 

/ = 2SmR0F1 cos(m[0 - 60(r) + <90
0]), (4.21) 

and henee that only the spatial phase 0o couples to the streaming flow, as described by 
equation (4.18) and 

V-w = 0, duldx -u x (V x u) = -Vp + Re^Au, (4.22) 

u = 2Rl[np\ cos[2m(0 - 6o)] + (pi\no x ee — 2<p3 sin[2m(0 - 0o)~]ee, 

ifeifherr = R or z = - 1 , (4.23) 

u • ez = (du/dz) • er = (du/dz) -e9=0, on z = 0, (4.24) 

as obtained upon substitution of (4.17)-(4.20) into (4.12), (4.14)-(4.15). The (constant) 
arbitrary phase 6Q appearing in (4.20) has been eliminated by an appropriate rotation. 
Eqs. (4.18), (4.22)-(4.24) possess, for all RQ, reflection-symmetric steady states of the 
form u = us{r, 9 — 0O, z), 0o = constant, with us{r, 0, z) • ee = —us{r, —0, z) • ee; 
note that there is a whole family of such states, obtained by an arbitrary rotation [82]. 
For small RQ the existence and (orbital) asymptotic stability of these states can be 
ascertained analytically. It turns out that these states can lose stability at flnite Ro either 
through a parity-breaking bifurcation giving rise to uniformly drifting spatially uniform 
standing waves (such as those observed in Faraday experiments in annular containers 
[83]), or via a symmetry-breaking Hopf bifurcation that produces the so-called direction-
reversing waves [84]. In the latter case the standing waves drift alternately clockwise 
and counterclockwise but their mean location remains flxed. Solutions of this type have 
been found in a two-dimensional Cartesian geometry with periodic boundary conditions, 
and represent the instability that sets in at smallest amplitude [85]. The corresponding 
three-dimensional results in cylindrical or annular domains remain unavailable. 

4.3. Low Reynolds Number Streaming Flow 

Once A ^ 0 equations (4.11), can no longer be reduced to (4.19), and the streaming 
flow couples to the amplitudes as well. The description of this coupling becomes simpler 
when the Reynolds number of the streaming flow is small, for then the nonpotential term 
—u x (V x u) in (4.12b) is negligible. In fact this approximation remains qualitatively 
useful even for larger Reynolds numbers; see, in particular, Section 4.4 below. The 
absence of nonlinear terms allows us to isolate the part of the streaming flow velocity 



that contributes to the nonlocal term in (4.11), by decomposing the streaming flow 
variables as 

/•2JT 

(M, p) = (v(r, z, r)ee, 0) + (w, p), where / ü-eed9=0. (4.25) 
Jo 

Thus 

A'±(T) 

Vr 

V 

V 

VZ 

= 

= 

= 

= 

- ( 1 + iDA± + iAAT + i(«i|A± |2 + a2\AT\2)A± + iTAT 

/•O /•« 

=F27rií2 / / g{r,z)v{r,z,r)r drdzA±, 

Re~l(vrr + r~lvr — r~2v + vzz) if 0 < r < R, — 1 < z < 

0 as r -+ 0, 

^4(|A_|2 - |A+|2) ifeitherr = / ? o r z = - 1 , 

^ 5 ( | A _ | 2 - | A + | 2 ) ifz = 0. 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

The resulting model can be integrated numerically by relatively inexpensive methods 
and facilitates further analytical progress as well. In fact, the linear stability analysis in 
Section 4.5 below for the even simpler model (4.40) is readily extended to the present 
case. Speciflcally, the stability properties of the symmetric steady states of (4.26)-(4.29), 
Le., of A+ = A_ = A, v = 0, with A satisfying (4.41), are governed by the dispersión 
relations (4.48)-(4.49) with ye/(k + e) replaced by 

/

O /.fi 

-i Jo 
2TTÍ2 / / g(r,z)V(r,z,X)rdrdz, (4.30) 

where V sol ves 

XV = Re-l{Vrr+r-lVr-r-2V + Vzz) if 0 < r < R, - 1 < z < 0, (4.31) 

V = 0 as r ->- 0, V = cp4 if either r = R or z = —l, 

Vz = cp5 ifz = 0. (4.32) 

Note that V depends analytically on X except at the eigenvalues of the homogeneous 
versión of (4.31)-(4.32), which are poles of V. These latter eigenvalues are real and 
negative, and correspond to the purely azimuthal, hydrodynamic eigenmodes of 
(1.7HL9). 

4.4. The High Frequency Limit 

In the limit of high forcing frequency, the CASF equations simplify dramatically and are 
replaced by a system in one spatial dimensión together with a linearized equation for the 
streaming flow. In this limit the azimuthal wavenumber m of the excited surface mode 
becomes large, and g, <pi, ...,<p4 vanish exponentially rapidly outside of the surface-
wave layer of fhickness mrl. In this layer we have the estimates (see §2.3.4, case (a)) 

«i ~ a2 - g - m(\(pi\ + \<f>2\ + \<ft\ + \(p4\) - \(ps\ - tt^m3, (4.33) 



provided the radial wavenumber remains bounded. In addition in this layer 

g(r,z)^g0(r)e\ (4.34) 

where 

r] = mz (4.35) 

is a stretched variable. If the vorticity is conflned to the surface-wave layer (see below), 
the velocity components decay exponentially outside of the layer. Inside the layer, the 
azimuthal component v satisfles \v\ ~ í2_1m3 |A± |2 ~ Cgm

2, an estímate that follows 
from a balance between damping and nonlinearity in the amplitude equations (for ap-
propriate forcing amplitude) and the estimate (2.17); the radial and vertical velocity 
components are then mrl times smaller. Altogether, after a suitable rescaling of the 
equations, we obtain 

B'±(x) = -(l+iV)B± + iABT+i(á1\B±\2 + á2\BT\2)B± 

iTfiT=FÍK/ V(r],T)eidr]B±, (4.36) 
J —oo 

VT = Vr¡r¡ lf - 00 < )] < 0, V = 0 aS í] - > - 0 0 , 

Vn = \B_\2-\B+\2 at 17 = O, (4.37) 

where V is the following weighted average of the azimuthal velocity: 

( pR pin \ _ 1 pR p'2 

/ / go(r)<ps(.r)rdedr) / / 
Jo Jo / Jo Jo 

go(r)v(r, 6, z, x)rd6dr. 

As an evolution problem, equations (4.36)-(4.37) possess a unique solution, whose L2 

norm is uniformly bounded as x ->- oo provided 

Lf 
x- Jo 

This condition follows from the exact relation 
d í° 
- V(r¡,x)dr!=\B-\2-\B+\2 

l~ J— OO 

(\B_\2 -\B+\2)dx ^0 a s r ^ o o . (4.38) 
o 

dz 

readily obtained from equations (4.37). Condition (4.38) is equivalent to the requirement 
that the attractor of the system be reflection-symmetric on average. When this is not the 
case, vorticity cannot be confined in the surface-wave layer, as assumed above, and will 
spread into the bulk, producing the much more involved regime (b) in Section 2.3.4. In 
this case equations (4.36)-(4.37) will have solutions such that \fVdr¡\is unbounded as 
X —>- 0 0 . 

The linear model (4.36)-(4.37) is even simpler than that derived in the preceding 
section. The reflection-symmetric steady states take the form B+ = B = A, V = O, 
with A satisfying (4.41), and there are no nonsymmetric steady states. The stability of 
these states is given by the dispersión relations (4.48)-(4.49) with ye/(A. + e) replaced 
by y/(X + X112), with a nonzero X in (4.49). 



4.5. Single Mode Approximation for the Streaming Flow 

The one-dimensional problem (4.27)-(4.29) can be solved by expressing the azimufhal 
component of the streaming flow velocity, v, as a Fourier expansión in the purely az-
imuthal hydrodynamic modes. If only the flrst such mode is retained, the following 
counterpart of (3.19)—(3.23) is obtained: 

A'±(x) = - ( l + i r ) A ± + i A A T + i (a 1 |A± | 2+a 2 |AT | 2 )A± 

+ iTATTÍK"iA±, (4.39) 

v[{x) = e(-wi + |A_ | 2 - |A+ | 2 ) , (4.40) 

where e = —XRe~l > 0, and X < 0 is the flrst purely azimufhal hydrodynamic eigen-
value, cf. Section 3.3. 

These equations possess reflection-symmetric steady states (corresponding to a puré 
standing wave) of the form (A+, A_, v{) = (A, A, 0), where A satisfles 

[ l + i ( r - A ) - i ( a 1 + a 2 ) | A | 2 ] A = iTA, cti + a2 ¿ 0, (4.41) 

as well as nonsymmetric steady states. The stability properties of both types of steady 
states can be obtained in closed form, although the analysis of the latter is somewhat 
tedious. The phase of A can be eliminated in (4.41) to obtain 

l + [ r - A - ( a 1 + a 2 ) | A | 2 ] 2 = T2; (4.42) 

thus the instability fhreshold for the standing waves is given by 

T = Tc = [1 + ( r - A)2]1/2. (4.43) 

Theamplitude|A| increasesmonotonicaily for Y > Ycprovided(r-A)/(o'i+a'2) < 0; 
if ( r - A)/(CÜI + a2) > 0, the branch bifurcates subcritically at T = Tc before turning 
around towards larger T at a secondary saddle-node bifurcation. The linear stability 
properties of these states can be deduced immediately from Section 3.3 on noticing that, 
in terms of the new variables Á± deflned by 

Á+ = i(A+ - A_)/2, A_ = (A+ + A_)/2, íi = -ui/2, (4.44) 

equations (4.39)-(4.40) become 

Á'±(t) = - [ l + i ( r ± A ) ] A ± + i [ (a 1 +a 2 ) |A ± | 2 + 2a1|AT|2]A± 

- i(ai - a2)A±Á\ + iTA± =F 2y0iÁT , (4.45) 

v[{x) = e [ - S i + i(A+A_-A+A_)], (4.46) 

which coincide with equations (3.24)-(3.25). This is a consequence of the fact that 
the chosen domain perturbation preserves a plañe of reflection symmetry (see com-
ment at the end of §4.1). Under this change of variables, the symmetric standing wave 
(A+, A-) = (A, A) transforms into a puré mode (A+, A_) = (0, A). It follows that the 



dispersión relations for the standing waves (A, A) are given by (3.31)—(3.32) using the 
transformation 

ofi - > « i + 0.2, 0.2 —>• 2a\, «3 - > «2 — c¿i, A - > —A, y - > 2 y . 

(4.47) 
Thus 

(X + l)2 + [r - A - 2(«i + a2)|A|2]2 = 1 + ( r - A)2, (4.48) 

X2 + 2X + 4Ar - 8A[ye/(X + e) + ci]|A|2 = 0. (4.49) 

Once again, the former dispersión relation is associated with reflection-symmetric (Le., 
standing wave) perturbations, and the latter with symmetry-breaking perturbations. We 
summarize here the results obtained from (3.33)—(3.39) using (4.47). 

The two steady state biñircations, the saddle-node bifurcation involving reflection-
symmetric perturbations and the symmetry-breaking bifurcation in (4.49), occur at 

\A\2 = ( r - A ) / ( a i + a 2 ) , (4.50) 

\A\2 = r/[2(ai + y)], ifTA ^ 0, (4.51) 

respectively. Note that the symmetry-breaking bifurcation does not occur in a perfectly 
circular domain. This is so also for the symmetry-breaking Hopf bifurcation. This bifur
cation produces a kind of blinking wave [79], [80], and occurs at 

\A\2 = (AYA + 2e + e2)l\AA(2ax - ey)] > 0. (4.52) 

The corresponding eigenvalues X = ±iX¡ are given by 

X] = -e2 - AeyA\A\2 > 0, (4.53) 

implying that the presence of this Hopf bifurcation requires that 

yA < 0. (4.54) 

Such a symmetry-breaking Hopf bifurcation cannot therefore occur without the coupling 
to the streaming flow. The various codimension-two degeneracies identifled in Section 3.3 
are still present: The Takens-Bogdanov bifurcation occurs when (4.54) holds and 

(X+o'1)£ + 2xrA = 0; (4.55) 

and the saddle-node-symmetry-breaking and the saddle-node-Hopf bifurcations occur, 
respectively, at 

(ai -a2+2y)r = 2(y+ai)A, (4.56) 

(4rA + 2e + e2)/[4A(2ü'1 - ey)] - (T - A)/(o!1 + a2) = 0. (4.57) 

The flrst two of these bifurcations contain within their unfolding periodic orbits that 
correspond to quasi-periodic Faraday waves, both of which will be asymmetric. The 
third case contains symmetric quasi-periodic solutions in its unfolding that once again 
may lead to chaos. 



5. Mode-Mode Interaction in Circular Containers 

We now consider the interaction between two pairs of nonaxisymmetric surface modes 
in a circular container, as in Ciliberto and Gollub's experiment [45]. To obtain such 
an interaction we select appropriately the driving frequency and amplitude. Theoretical 
studies of such mode interactions include those based on amplitude equations for nearly 
inviscid flows but without the inclusión of streaming flow [86], [87], [88] and generic 
studies based on the 0(2) symmetry of the system [62]; for a comparison and critique of 
these approaches, see [62] and the comment by Miles [51]. In this section we retain the 
exact 0(2) symmetry of the system and focus on the role of the streaming flow generated 
by the mode interaction. We derive flrst (in §5.1) the rescaled CASF equations, and then 
analyze the surface wave-streaming flow coupling (§5.2), comparing the results with 
previous approaches in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4 we comment on the dynamics near 
the bicritical point and in Section 5.5 we present a simplifled model based on a Galerkin 
truncation of the streaming flow. 

5.7. The Scaled CASF Equations 

We formúlate the problem as in Section 4, and consider the linearly independent modes 

(Vi, Pu F{) = (iUtfr + Viee + mez, Qi, *i)e i m e , 

(V2,P2,F2) = ( -Vi ,P i ,F i ) , 

(V3, P3, F3) = (iU3er + V3ee + iW3ez, Q3, * 3)e i n e , 

(V4, P4, F4) = (-%, P3, F3), 

where, for j = 1 and 3, the functions U¡, Vj, Wj, Q¡, and ^¡ are real and independent 
of 9, and the azimuthal wavenumbers are such that 1 < m < n. Thus these modes corre-
spond to two pairs of counter-rotating surface waves of the system. With this selection, 
according to (2.23)-(2.26) and (2.38), we have 

gn = gil = g34 = g43 = 0, 

gn = -ga = ií2_1V x (Vi x Vi) =gi, 

g33 = -g44 = ií2_1 V X (V3 X V3) = g2, 

gl3 = -g42 = i£2-!v x (Vi x V3) =g 3 + e i ( n - m ) e , 

g31 = - g 2 4 = g i 3 = g 3 _ e - i ( " - m ) e , (5.2) 

g41 = -g23 = i£2-!v x (V4 x Vi) ^ g4+ti(m+n)e, 

gl4 = - g 3 2 = g 4 1 = g 4 _ e - i ( m + " ) e , 

fin = h2i = h34 = h43 = h\\ = h22 = h33 = h^ = 0, 

fci3 = -h42 = iV/íi3 = h3+eU"-m)e, h31 = -h24 = h13 = h3_e-i(n-m)e, 

h41 = -h23 = ÍV/Í41 = h4+eUm+n>e, h14 = -h32 = h41 = h4^-'Ufn+n)e', 



where H\3 and H4\ are given by (2.24)-(2.26). The vector functions g\, g2, g3±, g4±, 
h3±, and ^4± are independent of 6 and take the form 

g\ = giee, gi = g2ee, g3± = ±ig¡er + g\ee ± ig3
3ez, 

g4± = ±i<?4er + ^4e» ± i<?4ez> 

&3± = ±ih\er + h\ee ± i/;3,^, &4± = ±ih\er + h2
4ee ± i/z3^, (5.3) 

for some real scalar functions g\, g2, gJ
3, g

J
4, h3, and hJ

4. 
Proceeding as in Section 4.1, we require that the amplitude equations be invariant un-

der rotations and reflection and conclude that the viscous damping-detuning coefflcients 
must be such that 

d1=d2 = y¡ (1 + i ) C f + YiCg, d3=d4 = y¡ (1 + i )Cf + Y¡Cg, (5.4) 

and that all the coefflcients accounting for cubic nonlinearity, forcing, and departure 
from the mode interaction are zero, except for 

«1111 = «2222 = «o, «1221 = «2112 = « 1 , 

«1331 = «2442 = «2, «1441 = «2332 = «3, 

«1234 = «2143 = «4, «3333 = «4444 = «5, 

«3443 = «4334 = «6, «3113 = «4224 = «7, 

«3223 = «4114 = «8, «3412 = «4321 = «9, 

«12 = «21, «34 = «43, All = &22 = 1-

In addition, we introduce the rescaling 

t = r/ái, [(YI + Y¡)ClJ2 - (Í2i + í22)]/2 + co - Í2 = áiT, 

[(Ki1-K2
1)CÍ/2 + ^ 2 - ^ i ] / 2 = áiA, 

¡x = SiT/an, Pi = S2/Si, fi2 = «34/«i2, M,2 = 5}/2A±, 

A3A = S\I2B±, us = ái«, ps = S2p, 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

where 

ái = Y!C¡'2 + YiCg, S2 = YÍC¡<2 + Y2
2Cg, (5.7) 

and rewrite equations (2.3)-(2.4) as 

A'±(r) = - ( l + i r + iA)A± + i ( a 0 |A ± | 2 +a i |A T | 2 + a 2 | f i ± | 2 +a 3 | f i T | 2 )A ± 

+ ia4ÁTB±BT+iTÁT 

/

O o2n ¡>R 

/ / [A±gi + fi±e±1("-m)eg3± + BT^m+n)eg4T] 
-i ./o Jo 

•urdrdOdz, (5.8) 



B'±{x) = -(p1+ir-iA)B±+i(a5\B±\2 + a6\BT\2+a7\A±\2 + a&\AT\2)B± 

+ ia9BTA±AT + ip2TBT 

/ / ÍB±g2 + A±^i(n-m)eg3T - AT^i(m+n)eg4T] 
-i Jo Jo 

•urdrdOdz, (5.9) 

V-w = 0, 

duldx - [w - H(A±, B±) + G(A±, fi±)] x (V x «) = - V p + Re'1 Au, (5.10) 

where the inviscid mean flow velocity H, the Stokes drift G, and the effective Reynolds 
number R e are given by 

# = (A_¿_ - Á+B+)ei(n-m)eh3+ + (A_fí+ - A + zL)e i ( m + n ) % + + c e , (5.11) 

G = (|A_|2 - |A+|2)gl + (|fi_|2 - |fi+|2)g2 

+ [(A_fi_ - Á+B+)eUn-m)eg3+ + (A_fi+ - A+fi_)ei(m+")eg4+ 

+ c.c], (5.12) 

and 

Re = {ylC™ + y¡Cg)ICg. (5.13) 

Moreover, in view of the 0(2) symmetry of the problem and the properties c and d in 
Section 2.2.2, the boundary conditions (2.5)-(2.6) may be written as 

u = {Á+B+4>\ + A_B_0?)eic"-m)e 

+ (Á-B+<pl + A+B-<p2
2)e

Un+m>e 

+ <p¡A+Á-e2[me + <plB+B_e2["e + ce . + (|A+|2 + |A_|2)^} 

+ ( |A_ | 2 - |A+ | 2 )^ 2 

+ (\B+\2 + \B-\2)íp
1
2 + (\B-\2-\B+\2)ípi 

ifeitherr = R orz = - 1 , (5.14) 

u • ez = 0, 

düldz = (A_¿_ - Á+B+)<p2
3e

i(n-m)e + (Á_B+ - A+B_)<p2
4e

i(n+m)e +c.c. 

+ ( | A _ | 2 - | A + | 2 V 2 + ( | f í_ | 2 - | f í + | 2 V 2 , onz = 0. (5.15) 

Here ü is again the horizontal projection of u, and 

ip) = <pjn x ee, (p2 = (p2ee, <j>] = cp^no x ee + i<pj2ee, 

4>2 = if^ifo x ee +(p2
2ee, (5.16) 

where the functions y1- and 4>j¡ are real and independent of 6, and «o is the outward 
unit normal (to the solid boundary or the unperturbed free boundary). Once again (5.15) 



follows from the requirement that the surface shear vanishes for quasi-standing waves. 
Here such waves take the form A+V\ + A_ V2 + B+V3 + B-V4 provided theirphase is 
independent of position for all x, Le., provided 

\A+\ - |A_| = |B+| - | B _ | = Á+B+ - A _ ¿ _ = 0. (5.17) 

These conditions also imply that Á_Z?+ - A + ¿ _ = 0. 

5.2. The Influence ofO(2) Symmetry on the Coupling to the Streaming Flow 

Motivated by the experiment of Ciliberto and Gollub [44], [45] with m = 4, n = 7, we 
suppose in the following that m and n are relatively prime. The symmetry 0(2) acts on 
the CASF equations (5.8)-(5.10), (5.14)-(5.15) by 

0 -^e+<p: A± -> eT Í m^A±, B± -> eTÍn,pB±, (5.18) 

6 -> -9: A+±*A_, B+±+B_, u • ee -+ -uee. (5.19) 

The properties of being reflection-symmetric and being quasi-standing are now two 
independent properties of the solutions of the CASF equations, and on its own neither 
implies that the amplitude decouples from the streaming flow. However, the two together 
imply both (5.17) and 

A\Bm = An_A"l. (5.20) 

Since more conditions are required for decoupling than in the previous cases (treated in 
§3 and §4), we expect the influence of the streaming flow on the surface wave dynamics 
to be more visible. 

5.3. Comparison with Previous Theoretical Approaches 

If the streaming flow is ignored, as is usually done in the literature, the resulting equations 

A'±(r) = - [ l + i ( r + A - a 0 | A ± | 2 - a i | A T | 2 - a 2 | f í ± | 2 - a 3 | B T | 2 ) ] A ± 

+ i(a4B±BT + T)ÁT, (5.21) 

B'±(x) = -Wi + i (r - A - a5\B±\2 - a6\BT\2 - a7\A±\2 - a8|AT|2)]fi± 

+ i(a9A±AT + /32T)BT, (5.22) 

are degenerate because they admit two new symmetries (in addition to the 0(2) actions 
(5.18)—(5.19)) that are not present in the original equations. Namely, equations (5.21)— 
(5.22) are invariant under the following four independent actions: 

A ± ^ e T Í m ^ A ± ; B± -+ eTÍn,p2B±; 

A + ^> A_, u • eg —>- — u • e@; B+ ^> B , u • eg —>- — u • eg, (5.23) 

which genérate the larger group 0 (2)xO(2) . This additional symmetry is an artifact of 
the truncation of the amplitude equations at fhird order. In [62] it is shown that if the 



amplitude equations are computed to a sufflciently high order (m + n - 1 = 10 in 
the Ciliberto-Gollub experiment), the 0(2) symmetry of the original system is restored. 
However, if mis is not done, equations (5.21)-(5.22) predict that 

dM/Jdx = -2MA, dMBldx = -2BXMB, (5.24) 

where MA = \A+\2 — |A_|2 and MB = \B+\2 - |fí_|2 are (proportional to) the angular 
momenta of the Stokes drifts associated with each pair of modes separately (see the 
comment in §2.3.2), and both MA and MB vanish exponentially as x -> oo. Thus at 
large times MA= MB = 0, and from (5.21)-(5.22) we obtain that 

phase of A+Á_ = constant, phase of B+B = constant. (5.25) 

In this case the spatial phases of the two pairs of modes, see (2.1) and (5.1), can be flxed 
arbitrarily and we may write A+ = e21^1 A_ and B+ = e21^2 B for some constants 4>i 
and (p2\ i.e., the system (5.21)-(5.22) reduces to two complex amplitude equations, as 
noted in [45], [87], [88]. However, these equations fail to reproduce essential features 
of the experimental bifurcation diagram. For instance, center manifold reduction at the 
bicritical point (see §5.4 below) yields a two-dimensional system, suggesting that chaos 
is not possible in the vicinity of this point, contrary to observations [45]. In fact, as shown 
by Crawford et al. [62], higher order terms in the amplitude equations reinstate the cou-
pling between the mode amplitudes and a certain phase difference, leading to a center 
manifold description of the dynamics that is of third order. However, the analysis in [62] 
was based only on the symmetry properties of the system, and thus implicitly assumed 
that viscosity is large enough that any mean flows are slaved to the slow dynamics of 
the complex mode amplitudes near the bicritical point. In the present case this is not 
so, and our approach shows that the inclusión of the streaming flow when Cg <-¿ 1 lifts 
the degeneracy of the truncated amplitude equations and restores the original symme
try of the problem. Speciflcally, with the streaming flow included, equation (5.24a) is 
replaced by 

/ / [i(Á+B+ - A_Z?_)g3+ • ué(n-m)e 

-i Jo Jo 

+ c.c.]r drdO di 

/

O pin pR _ 
/ / [i(A+fi_ - A_fi+)g4- • ué(n+m)e 

-i Jo Jo 

+ c.c.]rdrd6dz, (5.26) 

where g3+ and g4_ are as in (5.3); a similar expression obtains for the evolution of 
MB. Thus the angular momenta MA and MB no longer vanish individually at large times 
(except of course in some particular cases, see below) and the spatial phases of the modes 
are no longer constant. Moreover: 

A. MA and MB vanish at large times when the right-hand side of (5.26) (and of its 
counterpart for MB) vanishes identically; this occurs for solutions that either are 
reflection-symmetric or satisfy Á+B+ — A_¿_ = Á+Z?_ — A _ ¿ + = 0. 



B. Some obvious simpliflcations of the streaming flow equations yield a system of 
simplifled equations that suffer from the same spurious symmetries (5.23) and thus 
are no better than (5.21)-(5.22). This happens, for instance, in the limit Re -> 0 in 
(5.10b), which is not realistic when Cg -> 0; see (5.13). In this case the streaming 
flow is slaved to the surface waves (much as the inviscid mean flow, see §2.1C) 
and its only effect is to change the valúes of the coefflcients of the cubic terms in 
(5.21)-(5.23), without introducing new terms. 

5.4. Dynamics ofthe CASF Equations near the Bicritical Point 

If no simpliflcations are made, the instability thresholds from the flat state to surface 
waves consisting of puré modes are given by 

1 + ( r + A)2 = T2 and ft2 + ( r - A)2 = /32
2T2. (5.27) 

For flxed A ^ 0, these yield two hyperbolas in the T- r plañe, which intersect at the 
so-called bicritical point. The bifurcating families of puré modes are given (modulo 
rotations) by 

A+ = A_ = A, B+ = B = 0, and A+= A_ = 0, B+ = B = B, 
(5.28) 

respectively. The corresponding amplitudes \A\ and \B\ are given by 

l + [r + A - ( a 0 + a i ) | A | 2 ] 2 = T2 and ¡3¡+ [F - A - (a5+a6)\B\2]2 = p2T2, 
(5.29) 

respectively. Since both puré modes are standing they are decoupled from the stream
ing flow. The center manifolds at threshold, away from the bicritical point, are two-
dimensional, but one degree of freedom plays no dynamic role since it is associated with 
the neutrally stable spatial phase ofthe wave. Near the bicritical point (Tc, r c ) the center 
manifold is four-dimensional and CASF equations take the form 

daldx = [yi(T - Tc) + y2(r - Tc) + y3\a\2 + y4\b\2]a + •••, 

dbldx = [ys(T - Tc) + y6(rc - T) + Yl\b\2 + y&\a\2]b + • • •, 

where y i , . . . , yg are real coefflcients and the complex amplitudes a and b are given by 

a = (A+A_)1/2, b = (B+B-)112. (5.30) 

Thus the amplitudes andphases of a and b areprecisely the amplitudes and spatial phases 
ofthe two puré standing-wave modes. If these equations are truncated at third order, they 
exhibit spurious symmetries that again lead to a spurious reduction of dimensión unless 
(m+n -1) -th order terms are included, Le., at the bicritical point the streaming flow also 
becomes slaved to the surface waves—this is because of its nonzero damping. However, 
if the Reynolds number Re ofthe streaming flow is large, the center manifold reduction 
only applies in an extremely small neighborhood of the bicritical point, and on larger 
neighborhoods deflned by T - Tc ~ Re~x, F - Tc ~ Re~x the timescale for the 



evolution of the streaming flow (§2.3.5) becomes comparable to the slow evolution of 
the center manifold variables; in this regime, some of the viscous modes associated with 
the streaming flow can no longer be considered slaved to the surface waves and enter 
explicitly into the description of the dynamics. This new source of complexity could also 
be responsible for the chaotic dynamics near the bicritical point reported in [45]. 

5.5. Three-Mode Approximation ofthe Streaming Flow 

In this section we only consider the simplest approximation to the streaming flow that 
does not permit spurious symmetries. A look at the coupling terms in (5.8)-(5.9) shows 
that we need to consider at least the following hydrodynamic modes: the flrst axisym-
metric, purely azimuthal one, and the flrst nonaxisymmetric modes with azimuthal 
wavenumbers m — n and m + n. Thus we write the streaming flow and the associated 
pressure as 

(u\ps) = Vl(vl(r)e9,Q) + [W+(vl(r,z),pi(r,z))é{m-n)e 

+ W+(v2(r, z), p2(r, z))é(m+n)e + c e ] , 

where V\ is real. Projecting the streaming flow equations onto these modes and rescaling 
the results leads to the following system of simplifled equations: 

A'±(r) = - ( l + i r + i A ) A ± + i ( a 0 | A ± | 2 + a i |A T | 2 +a 2 | f i ± | 2 + a3 |fiT |2)A± 

+ ia4ÁTB±BT + ÍT AT =F i(Vi A± + W^B± + W^BJ, (5.31) 

B'±(x) = -(J31+ir-iA)B±+i(a5\B±\2 + a6\BT\2+a7\A±\2 + as\AT\2)B± 

+ ia9BTA±AT + i/32rBT T KA ViB± + W?A± - W?AJ, (5.32) 

V[{x) = - e [ y ! + / Í 4 ( | A _ | 2 - | A + | 2 ) + / Í5( | f i - | 2- | f i+ | 2)] , (5.33) 

Wf' = -e{hWf + KXA+B+ - ¿iA_fí_), Wf = Wf, (5.34) 

W2
+' = -e(á2W2

+ + K2A+B- - i¿2Á-B+), W2~ = W2
+, (5.35) 

where Si, S2, j3\,..., B¡ are real, but K\, and K2 are generally complex. Note that if 
the forcing effect of the walls, described by the right-hand side of (5.14), is neglected, 
the streaming flow is only forced via the boundary condition (5.15), a fact consistent 
with setting to zero the imaginary parts of the coefflcients K\ and K2 in (5.34)-(5.35). 
Note also that additional streaming flow modes forced by terms proportional to A±ÁT , 
B±BT, |A_|2 + |A+ |2 and |fí-|2 + \B+\2 and allowed by symmetry arguments are not 
included because they do not contribute to (5.31)—(5.32), an observation that follows 
from the form of the coupling terms in (5.8)-(5.9) and of the vector function g\\ see 
(5.3). Likewise, the fact that the coefflcients of (W^B±, W2BT) in (5.31) coincide with 
those of (WfA±, W2AT) in (5.32) follows from the form of the vector functions g3± 

and g4± (see (5.3)); note that the problem is not invariant under any transformation of 
the form A± ^> B±. 



If we let A+ = A- = A and B+ = B = B, then (after a transient) (5.31)-(5.35) 
become (cf. [87]) 

A'{x) = -(l+ir + iA)A + i[(ao + a1)\A\2 + (a2 + a3)\B\2]A + ia4ÁB2 

+ iTÁ-i(W1 + W2)B, (5.36) 

fl'(r) = - ( / 3 1 + i r - i A ) f i + i[(a5 + a6)|fi|2 + (a7 + a8)|A|2]fi + ia9¿A2 

+ ifoTB - i(Wi - W2)A, (5.37) 

Wí = -e(SiWi +KIAB -ÍCÍÁB), (5.38) 

^2 = -S(S2W2+K2AB -ic2ÁB), (5.39) 

where W\ = Wf and W2 = W2 are purely imaginary. These equations contain as a 
particular case the simplifled equations (3.24)-(3.25); in fact, they are the counterparts 
of these equations for mode interaction in a general rectangle, Le., one that need not be 
cióse to a square. The resulting equations thus provide a convenient model of the Faraday 
system in rectangular containers (cf. [43]) that incorporates the effects of streaming flow. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

A general nearly inviscid, weakly nonlinear theory has been developed in Section 2 
describing the interaction of N surface modes and the associated streaming flow in a 
vertically vibrated cylindrical container. The main result of the theory is a set of coupled 
amplitude-streaming flow (CASF) equations, summarized in (2.3)-(2.6). The ampli-
tude equations (2.3) differ from the usual ones in the presence of terms that depend 
on weighted averages of the streaming flow velocity; thus only these terms have been 
explicitly derived (in §2.1). The streaming flow itself is governed by a continuity and 
a Navier-Stokes-like equation (2.4), both of which are similar to ones already used in 
existing studies of streaming flows but which are new in the present context; for this rea-
son we have summarized their derivation as well (in §2.2.1). The boundary conditions 
(2.5)-(2.6) that drive these flows result from well-known forcing mechanisms, origi-
nally due to Schlichting and Longuet-Higgins, but again are new in the present context 
particularly since their derivation requires an analysis of three-dimensional oscillatory 
boundary layers. This analysis is well beyond the scope of the present paper and we 
have summarized the necessary results [59] in the Appendix. However, the "form" of the 
boundary conditions can be anticipated from general considerations. In Section 2.3 we 
have discussed the general properties of the CASF equations and their applicability to 
several outstanding experiments. We have emphasized that the excitation of streaming 
flow via flnite amplitude instability provides an alternative saturation mechanism for 
the Faraday instability, and one that is particularly signiflcant in the low viscosity limit 
in which the coefflcients of the nonlinear terms are purely imaginary. Indeed, we have 
shown that it is asymptotically inconsistent to retain cubic terms and neglect the stream
ing flow as usually done in the literature, unless the state of the system has very speciflc 
symmetry properties. This observation remains true as the forcing frequency increases 



and, in particular, when the wavelength of the surface waves is small compared to the 
depth of the container (a frequent case in experiments). Since the Reynolds number 
associated with the streaming flow is never small, this flow is never slaved to the waves 
and henee is responsible for introducing qualitatively new ingredients into the dynamics 
of the system. We have explained these new ingredients in several cases (whose analysis 
was included for illustration) and noted that these could provide explanation for some 
striking behavior observed in Faraday experiments using low viscosity fluids. 

We have used the CASF equations in several different contexts. In the flrst two we have 
explored the consequences of small changes in symmetry on the dynamics of Faraday 
waves. This idea is not new. In the Hamiltonian context it is well known that changes in 
symmetry can couple modes that would otherwise be uncoupled, thereby causing insta-
bility [52]. This is the idea behind the so-called elliptical instability. Likewise, Crawford 
[89] noted that the Faraday system with Neumann boundary conditions possesses sev
eral hidden symmetries and suggested an interesting experiment on Faraday waves in 
nonsquare containers that nonetheless possess D4 symmetry [90]. The required change 
in the domain destroys these (unphysical) symmetries and permits new types of behav
ior. We have seen here that the inclusión of viscous effeets has similar consequences. 
The boundary conditions are no longer Neumann, and if the D4 symmetry is itself bro-
ken, coupling to streaming flow is enhanced. Speciflcally, our investigation in Section 3 
of the mode-mode interaction in almost-square containers showed that streaming flow 
is always associated with the surface waves dynamics unless the state of the system 
possesses a reflection symmetry for all time; however, even these reflection-symmetric 
states may lose stability at flnite amplitude to modes that break their symmetry and henee 
drive a streaming flow. In Section 3.3 we constructed a simple model to Alústrate this 
phenomenon; we expect this model to be qualitatively valid when the streaming flow 
Reynolds number is not too large. A similar study of mode interactions in almost circular 
containers (in §4.2) showed that breaking of the invariance of the system under rotation 
is essential in order that the surface wave amplitudes couple to the streaming flow. For 
simplicity we retained a reflection symmetry when perturbing the shape of the container. 
We found, once again, that only states lacking reflection symmetry were accompanied 
by streaming flow, but that such flows could be excited in secondary instabilities of 
reflection-symmetric states. In the generic case in which the perturbed cross section has 
no reflection symmetry at all, all states of the system involve the streaming flow. The role 
of the streaming flow can be seen more clearly in the two simplifled models constructed 
for low effective Reynolds number or in the high frequeney limit. The simplest, one-mode 
approximation to the streaming flow, considered in Section 4.5, allowed us to examine 
analytically the different secondary instabilities of a reflection-symmetric state, and to 
classify the resulting dynamics. In particular we found that a symmetry-breaking Hopf 
bifurcation could only occur as a result of the coupling to the streaming flow, and we 
identifled several codimension-two bifurcations involving this bifurcation. These could 
of course be responsible for much complex dynamics that would not occur in the absence 
of streaming flow. We hope that these predictions will stimulate experimental studies of 
this set-up. As a Anal example, we considered the interaction of two modes with distinct 
azimufhal wavenumbers, this time in a circular domain. In this case streaming flows 
are always excited unless the state of the system is bofh quasi-standing and reflection-
symmetric. Thus such mode interactions are much more likely to genérate streaming 



flows. We have found that inclusión of such flows avoids the spurious symmetries that 
are an artifact of a truncation of the amplitude equations at cubic order, and provides a 
much more realistic description of the system that does not have to rely on high order 
terms arising from spatial resonance [62]. 

Despite their complexity, the CASF equations provide a substantial simpliflcation 
ofthe original equations (1.1)—(1.4): The oscillations on the fast timescale t ~ 1 have 
been flltered out, the effect ofthe viscous boundary layers has been replaced by effective 
boundary conditions on the flow in the bulk, and the motion of the free surface has 
been eliminated. Since direct numerical simulations of the full CASF equations are well 
beyond the scope of the present paper, we have resorted to investigating the properties 
of several model systems motivated by existing experiments, and have used these to 
suggest possible explanations for the discrepancy between the experiments and theories 
that omit streaming flows. In particular we emphasize that, in the nearly inviscid Faraday 
system, streaming flows enter into the theoretical description already at third order in 
the amplitude, and henee that their omission is inconsistent with the retention of other 
cubic terms. Indeed in many cases the streaming flow provides the saturation mechanism 
for the Faraday instability, particularly in multimode situations. We hope, therefore, that 
the present paper will stimulate both experimental and theoretical studies of the role of 
streaming flows in the nearly inviscid Faraday system. 

Appendix A. The Boundary Conditions for the Mean Flow in the Bulk 

These boundary conditions result from matching conditions between the solution in 
the bulk and in the oscillatory boundary layers attached to the solid boundary and free 
surface. The well-known formulae in the literature (flrst obtained by Schlichting [7] 
and Longuet-Higgins [8]) apply only to strictly two-dimensional problems, while the 
streaming flows considered in this paper are genuinely three-dimensional. The necessary 
results are derived in [59] and summarized here. 

The appropriate boundary conditions at (the edge of the Stokes boundary layer at
tached to) a static solid wall Ys are given in terms ofthe mean flow velocity, um (=«' +« s= 
the inviscid plus the viscous mean flow velocities, with the notation in this paper), 
and are 

um -n = o(e2), üm = -e2(2í2)"1[(2 + 3 i ) ( V - F ) y + ( y - V)V + c.c.]+o(e2). 

As in Section 2.2.2, V- and V are the intrinsic divergence andgradient operators along 
the solid boundary Fs, n is the outward unit normal to Ts, and üm is the tangential 
projection of um along Ts. The quantity e is deflned in terms ofthe velocity ofthe outer 
inviscid flow at Ts, assumed to be ofthe form 

v = £(Vexp(i£2í)+c.c.)+0(e), (A.l) 

where | V| = 0(1) as e -> 0. Note that V is tangent to Ts and that üs is independent of 
viscosity and of the curvature of Ts to leading order. 



Similarly, the appropriate boundary conditions for the streaming flow to be imposed 
at a (horizontal) unperturbed free surface, z = 0, are 

um • ez = e2[V • (FV) + c e ] + o(e2), (A.2) 

düm/dz = £2[V(V • ( f Y)) + 2 (VF • V ) F + 2(V • V) V f + c e ] + »(«2). (A.3) 

Here, as inSection 2.2.2, V- and Vare the horizontal divergence and gradient operators, 
and üm and V are the horizontal projections of um and V, respectively, with V given by 
(A.l). The (osciUatory) deflection / of the free surface is taken to be 

/ =e(Feiat +c.c.)+o(e). 

Note that the right-hand sides of (A.2) and (A.3) are again independent of viscosity. 
In fact, for planar unperturbed free surfaces such as those considered in this paper, the 
3-D osciUatory boundary layer problem had already been solved by Liu, in a relatively 
unknown paper [91]. 
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